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1. Background

1.1 Scope and Purpose

This report is intended as a companion and technical supplement to Anderson et al.

(2001), "Guidelines for the Selection of Near-Earth Thermal Environment Parameters for

Spacecraft Design". It is the complete user's guide for the Simple Thermal Environment

Model (STEM) and provides additional technical details not available in Anderson et al.

(2001). The thermal environment of a satellite, in the context of STEM and these

reports, consists of three components: (1) direct solar radiation (Section 1.2), (2) Earth-

atmosphere-reflected shortwave radiation, as characterized by Earth's albedo (Section

1.3.5), and (3) Earth-atmosphere-emitted outgoing longwave radiation (OLR, Section

1.3.6). Optionally, STEM can also address effects of internal heat load, where

appropriate. These reports provide guidelines and methodology for selecting "design

points" for thermal environment parameters for satellites and spacecraft systems. The

methods and models reported here are outgrowths of Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

(ERBE) satellite data analysis and thermal environment specifications discussed by

Anderson and Smith (1994). In large part, this report is intended to update (and

supersede) those results.

A secondary purpose for this report is to furnish a handbook for satellite thermal

environments, describing all Earth-related factors that influence thermal environments of

satellites. As such, this is intended to be a "thermal environments handbook", not a

"thermal engineering handbook". Thus, this report describes what parameters affect

direct solar irradiance, albedo and OLR, and illustrates how to use STEM to obtain

estimates of these values for use in thermal engineering analysis codes. The report is not

intended to describe how to perform satellite thermal analysis using such thermal

engineering codes.

Section 1 gives general background information, definitions of terms, and basic

concepts. Section 2 discusses analysis of various effects on albedo and OLR, as

measured by ERBE, that formed the basis for Anderson et al. (2001) and STEM

development. Section 2 also describes the design of analysis procedures used in STEM

and an associated time-series, simplified thermal analysis program (TESTSTEM).

Sections 3 and 4 illustrate how to run STEM and TESTSTEM programs and interpret

their results. Section 5 provides conclusions and answers to a set of"frequently-asked-

questions" about STEM and TESTSTEM. Readers well versed in background concepts

of thermal environments and analysis may prefer to proceed directrly to the "users guide"

sections (3 and 4), referring to Sections 1,2, and 5 only as necessary.



1.2 Solar Constant and Orbital (Time of Year) Variations

1.2.1 Solar Constant "Solar constant" is direct-normal irradiance received from

the Sun at average Earth-Sun distance of 1 Astronomical Unit (1 AU). For several years

the NASA design standard solar constant (NASA, 1971; ASTM, 1973) was 1353 W/m 2,

based on the 1956 International Pyrheliometer Scale and solar spectral irradiance

measurements summarized by Drummond and Thekaekara (1973).

As discussed by Iqbal (1983, Section 3.4), the World Meteorological Organization

(WMO) has adopted a new radiometer scale, called the World Radiometric Reference

(WRR), based on a data set of over 25000 absolute radiometric measurements maintained

at the World Radiation Center (WRC) in Davos, Switzerland. Based on the WRR scale,

WRC summarized eight solar constant measurements made from 1969 to 1980 and

recommended (Fr6hlich and Brusa, 1981; Fr6hlich and Wehrli, 1981) a solar constant of

So = 1367 W/m 2 (1.1)

This value has a standard deviation of 1.6 W/m 2 (0.12 percent) and a largest deviation

(among values averaged) of + 7 W/m 2 (0.5 percent). For meteorological purposes, this

WRC solar constant was adopted in 1981 by the Commission for Instruments and

Methods of Observation of the WMO. This WRC/WMO value is used in this report.

Recent satellite observations have indicated no need to revise the WRC/WMO solar

constant. Figure 1 of Clawson (1991) shows about +0.3 percent (4 W/m 2) variation

among three satellite systems (Nimbus 7, SMM/ACRIM I, and ERBS) measuring solar

constants. Of these, the one thought to be most accurate (SMM/ACRIM, an active cavity

radiometer) averaged about 1367.5 W/m 2 over 1980-1990 (Clawson, 1991). Variations

of solar constant as solar activity changes during the solar cycle are approximately +0.05

percent (0.7 W/m 2 ). For example, Kuhn et al. (1988) show that solar-activity-induced

decreases in solar constant (about -0.03 percent per year) during the early 1980s

(Fr6hlich, 1987) were generally offset by increases (about +0.02 percent per year) in the

late 1980's. Changes due to short term (less than a year) and long term (many years)

variations in solar activity are also minimal (Fr6hlich, 1987; Schatten, 1988). For

example, from his model for dependence of solar activity on sunspot number, Schatten

estimates a change in solar constant of only about 1 W/m 2 between the 17th and late 20th

centuries.

1.2.2 Orbital (Time of Year) Variations Direct normal irradiance received from

the Sun, S, varies inversely with square of Earth-Sun distance, i.e.,

S = So / R 2 (1.2)



where So is solar constant (1367 W/m 2) and R is Earth-Sun distance, measured in AU.

Due to eccentricity of Earth's orbit (e = 0.0167), S varies from a minimum of S0/(1 + e) 2

= 1322 W/m 2 at aphelion (approximately July 4), to a maximum of S0/(1 - e) z = 1414

W/m 2 at perihelion (approximately January 3). Note that perihelion and aphelion are not

coincident with summer and winter solstices, as stated on page 11 of Clawson (1991).

1.2.3 Design Hot and Cold Values for Direct Solar lrradiance Because of

launch schedule changes and other mission uncertainties, thermal design usually is not

based on solar irradiance for a specific time of year. Typical practice is to use design hot

and design cold values that encompass the largest expected range of irradiance values.

To allow for measurement uncertainty in solar constant and uncertainties introduced by

solar activity and other variations (Section 1.2.1), STEM uses design hot and design cold

values (Sho, and Scoza) that are input by the user. Thus, if the user decides that (consistent

with Nimbus-7 and ERBE satellite observations) these uncertainties are in the range of

+5 W/m 2 above and below the seasonal maximum and minimum values (given in the

previous section), then design hot and cold values of

Shot = 1414 + 5 = 1419 W/m 2 (1.3)

and

ScoJd = 1322--5 = 1317 W/m 2 (1.4)

might be used. These values differ slightly from those used by Anderson and Smith

(1994), who assumed a solar constant of 1371 W/m z, based on early Nimbus-7 satellite

data, and an uncertainty range of + 10 W/m 2.

1.3 Definitions of Other Thermal Environment Factors

1.3.1 Characteristic Blackbody Temperature of the Sun The characteristic

blackbody temperature of the Sun, Ts, corresponding to direct solar irradiance So,

received at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun, is computed by the Stefan-Boltzmann

relation, namely,

Ts = [S0/(R02cr)]l/4 (1.5)

where cr is Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.670 x 10 .8 W m -2 K -4 ) and R0 is mean radius

of the solar disk ( 4.6523 x 10.3 AU). So = 1367 W/m 2 yields a characteristic blackbody

temperature Ts = 5777 K. This value differs slightly from that given in Table 9-1 of

Anderson and Smith (1994) (5762 K consistent with a solar constant of 1353 W/m2).



1.3.2 Spectral Distribution of Radiation The characteristic blackbody

temperature of the Sun determines the spectral distribution of both incoming radiation

received from the Sun and radiation reflected by the Earth-atmosphere system. This

spectral distribution peaks at a wavelength near 0.5 p.m. Radiation emitted thermally by

the Earth-atmosphere system has a spectral distribution characterized by terrestrial

temperatures (at most about 320 K). This distribution peaks at wavelengths near 10 pm.

Because of characteristics of blackbody distributions, the Earth-atmosphere system emits

very little thermal radiation at wavelengths below about 3 p.m. Incoming and reflected

solar radiation is referred to as shortwave (SW), i.e., wavelengths shorter than about 3

pm. Radiation emitted thermally by the Earth-atmosphere system is referred to as

longwave (LW), i.e., wavelengths longer than about 3 p.m.

Note that the shortwave (solar) spectrum is sometimes erroneously referred to as

ultraviolet (UV) radiation [Costello and Costello (1995)]. The solar spectrum actually

consists of UV ( < 0.4 gm), visible (0.4 to 0.7 pm), and near infrared (0.7 to _3 pm)

wavelengths.

1.3.3 Characteristic Blackbody Temperature of Space Frequently the

characteristic blackbody temperature of space is taken as 0 K in thermal analysis.

However, microwave measurements of cosmic background radiation indicate an

approximately uniform irradiance with a blackbody temperature of about 3 K. For

thermal analysis purposes, differences between blackbody temperatures of 3 K and 0 K

are usually negligible.

1.3.4 Solar Zenith Angle At any location on Earth, solar zenith angle, 0, is the

angle between two vectors: (1) the vector from Earth's center to the given location, and

(2) the vector from Earth's center to the Sun (or Earth-Sun vector). Solar zenith angle for

a satellite at a given position is thus defined as the angle between the Earth-satellite

vector and the Earth-Sun vector. Geometry defining solar zenith angle is illustrated in

Figure 1.1. Solar zenith angles for a satellite range from 0 (for Sun at zenith) to 180 °

(for Sun at nadir). In STEM, albedo corrections for solar zenith angle effects are done by

a process discussed in section 2.3.2.

1.3.5 Albedo The general term albedo refers to the ratio of reflected (or scattered)

radiation to irradiance received from the Sun. As used in this report, albedo is more

precisely defined as the "local" albedo of a small section of the top-of-atmosphere. Top-

of-atmosphere (TOA) is defined in Section 1.3.7. Differences in definition between local

albedo and other quantities such as Bond albedo and geometric albedo are discussed on

pages 9 and 10 of Clawson (1991). Albedo may also be defined as a function of

wavelength (spectral albedo) or integrated over the shortwave range of wavelengths

(bolometric albedo). In this report only local, bolometric albedo is considered.

Local solar irradiance received at TOA is S cos(0), where S is direct normal solar

irradiance (Section 1.2) and 0 is solar zenith angle (Section 1.3.4). Reflected or scattered

radiation (exitance, Er) for a small section at TOA is determined by integration of



radiancesreflectedfrom Earth's surfaceor scatteredfrom atmosphereor cloudsand
receivedat TOA (from all partsof Earth's surfaceand atmospherewithin the field of
view, lookingdownwardfrom TOA). Thus,albedo,a,is

a = Er/[S cos(0)] (1.6)

1.3.6 Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) Outgoing longwave radiation

(OLR) is longwave radiation emitted thermally (emitted exitance, Ee) by the Earth-

atmosphere system, evaluated at top-of-atmosphere (Section 1.3.7). OLR has

contributions that were emitted by Earth's surface and atmospheric components,

including clouds. Emitted radiation comes from sources at a range of terrestrial

temperatures. It is modified by absorption processes that take place within atmospheric

layers of varying temperatures. Spectrally, OLR consists of wavelengths longer than

about 3 _tm (Section 1.3.2). Only broad-band OLR (spectral OLR integrated over all long

wavelengths) is considered in this report.

1.3.7 Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) Top-of-atmosphere, a hypothetical surface, is

above the level at which significant contributions are made by the atmosphere to either

reflected (albedo) or emitted (OLR) radiation. From a practical standpoint, TOA may be

taken as 30 km above Earth's surface. If reflected and emitted radiances come from

spatially-homogeneous sources and are angularly uniform (Lambertian sources), then

radiation above TOA would vary inversely with square of radius from Earth's center.

This is a simplifying assumption within STEM. However, true spatial homogeneity and

angular uniformity are not prevalent for either reflected or emitted components of Earth

radiation. Earth Radiation Budget Experiment data (Section 1.4) used to develop STEM

were converted from satellite altitude to TOA by a process described by Smith and Green

(1981). In STEM, conversion from TOA back to any satellite altitude is done by a

simplified process discussed in Section 3.1.2.

1.3.8 Beta Angle Orbital beta angle is defined as the minimum angle between the

orbital plane and the Earth-Sun vector. Depending on orbital inclination, beta can take on

values within the range + 90 degrees. For many purposes, however, it is necessary to

consider only the magnitude of beta (not its sign). This is because differences between

positive and negative beta have to do solely with whether the satellite appears to move in

its orbit clockwise or counter-clockwise when viewed from the perspective of the Sun.

Once during each orbit a satellite will be in the plane defined by the Earth-Sun vector and

the perpendicular to the orbit and also on the sunward side of its orbit. At such a point,

the satellite will experience its minimum solar zenith angle for the orbit. This solar

zenith angle will equal the magnitude of the beta angle. Thus, we may also interpret beta

via the relationship



1131-< 0 (1.7)

i.e., the magnitude of beta is equal to the minimum solar zenith angle for a given orbit.

Chapter 2 of Gilmore (1994) provides further discussion of beta angle, including an

equation to compute beta from satellite orbital parameters and solar position.

In general, as solar declination, 8, changes with season and as a satellite orbit

precesses, the beta angle will take on values over the range + (i + 23.45 degrees), where i

is inclination of the orbit. For example, a satellite, whose orbit is in the equatorial plane

(i = 0) has beta angles equal to 8 (which varies over + 23.45 degrees). There are,

however, exceptions to this rule. For example, satellites in Sun-synchronous, noon-

midnight, polar orbits (approximate orbit of ERBE NOAA-9, i _ 99 degrees) would have

small beta angles (because the orbital plane remains close to the direction of the Earth-

Sun vector).

1.3.9 Orbital Shadow Time As seen by an observer on the Earth's surface,

geometrical sunrise or sunset occurs when the solar zenith angle, 0, is equal to 90 degrees

(Figure 1.1). Neglecting effects such as refraction and atmospheric scattering, a point on

the Earth's surface will be in darkness when 0 > 90 degrees. A satellite in circular orbit

will be in Earth's shadow only when two conditions are met: 0 > 90 degrees, and

rsin(0) < re (1.8)

where re is Earth's radius, and r is the circular orbit radius. Simple geometric

considerations (e.g., Section 5-5 of Kreith, 1962) show a satellite will be in Earth's

shadow for a time period

ts = (P/n) cosq{[1 (re/r) 2 ]l/2/cos([3)} (1.9)

each orbit, where P is orbital period. Equation 1.9 is equivalent to, but simpler than the

expression given by Kreith (who uses angle x = 90 degrees - 13,among other differences).

Thus, the fraction of each (circular) orbit spent in Earth's shadow is

fs = (l/r_) cos'l{ [1 (re/r) 2 ]l/2/cos([3)} (1.10)

Figure 1.2 shows variations of shadow fraction, fs, with beta angle and orbital altitude,

h, where h = r - re •



1.4 Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) Satellite Characteristics

Data used to define thermal environment parameters in STEM are from the Earth

Radiation Budget Experiment (Barkstrom and Smith, 1986). The ERBE program

consists of three satellites, a Sun-synchronous satellite (NOAA-9, altitude 849 km, i = 99

degrees) in an orbit with equator crossing times 0230 and 1430 local solar time (LST), a

Sun-synchronous satellite (NOA.A-10, altitude 815 km, i = 99 degrees) with 0730 and

1930 LST equator crossing times, and a precessing orbiter [Earth Radiation Budget

Satellite (ERBS), altitude 610 km, i = 56 degrees], that observes at varying local solar
times.

The ERBE instrument package on each of these satellites collects Earth-viewing

radiation data from both narrow-field-of-view (NFOV), scanning instruments and wide-

field-of-view (WFOV) active cavity radiometers. Data from WFOV instruments are the

basis for the guidelines (Anderson et al., 2001) and STEM development because they

measure more directly the shortwave and longwave irradiances that affect spacecraft

surfaces. S-7 ERBE WFOV data were used that consist of 16-second time-averaged

shortwave and longwave irradiances converted to top-of-atmosphere (Section 1.3.7).

Barkstrom et al. (1989) give a description of ERBE instruments, archival data sets,

procedures for instrument calibration, and data validation. ERBE WFOV active cavity

radiometer data are expected to be more accurate than the earlier, passive fiat-plate

radiometers flown on Nimbus-7. Bess and Smith (1993) give a comparison of results

from Nimbus-7, NOAA-9 ERBE, and ERBS.

Development of the guidelines (Anderson et al., 2001) and STEM methodology is

based on 28 monthly data sets of S-7 ERBE WFOV 16-second resolution data. Fourteen

months of these data are from ERBS (spanning November 1984 through November

1986), one month from NOAA-10 (July 1987), and thirteen months from NOAA-9 ERBE

(spanning February 1985 through July 1987). All seasons are represented (five winter,

eight spring, nine summer, six fall months) in the data sets.
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2. Development of Methodologies

2.1 Thermal Time Constant

2.1.1 Definition of Spacecraft System Thermal Time Constant Thermal time

constant, x, for a spacecraft system can best be defined in terms of a simplified, linearized

equation for variations of temperature, T, of the system. Let

MCp dT/dt = Q - A_oT 4 (2.1)

where M is system mass, Cp is system specific heat capacity, Q is total heat load,

consisting of net shortwave irradiance (direct solar plus Earth-reflected albedo

components plus shortwave reflected from any other satellite systems) plus longwave

irradiance received by the system (Earth-emitted plus longwave received from any other

satellite systems) plus any intemal heat load experienced by the system, A is effective

area of the system (e.g., 4 7_ p2 for a spherical satellite of radius R_ ), e is longwave

emittance of the system, and c_ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.670 x 10 .8 W m 2 K -4 ).

Further, let time variation of temperature T and total heat load, Q, be given by

T(t) = To + T1(t) (2.2)

Q(t) = Qo + Ql(t) (2.3)

where To and Qo are orbital averages of temperature and total heat load, and T1 and Q1

are temperature and heat load perturbations about their respective average values. Note,

since To and Qo are orbital average values, dTo / dt = 0 and dQo / dt = 0.

Substitution of Equations 2.2 and 2.3 into 2.1, along with the linearizing assumption

(To + Tt) 4 _ To4 + 4 T0 3 TI , yields

Qo = Ae cr T04 (2.4)

M Cp dT1 / dt = Ql(t) - 4 A e cr To 3 Tl(t ) (2.5)

Equation 2.5 has the general solution for time variation of temperature perturbations

l0



f t }Tl(t ) = e t/_ TI(0 ) + (M Cp)-' _Ql(t') e t'/_ dt'
0

(2.6)

where TI(0) is perturbation temperature at arbitrary starting time, 0, and time constant,

x, which defines the exponential time variation of T_

x = MCp/(4AeGTo 3) = MCpTo/(4Qo ) (2.7)

Equation 2.7 shows that system time constant is proportional to system mass and

inversely proportional to the cube of average temperature, To; system time constant is

also inversely proportional to average heat load, Q0.

2.1.2 Effects of Time Constant on Temperature Variations Effects of time

constant on temperature are illustrated by solutions to Equation 2.5 via Equation 2.6 for

two simplified examples. In the first, consider a step function heat load perturbation

Ql(t) = 0 for t < 0 and Ql(t) = H (H is a constant) for t > 0. With an assumption that

initial temperature perturbation is zero (Tl(0) = 0), resulting time behavior of Tt is

Tl(t) = TH(1 - e"t/x) (2.8)

where ultimate temperature response, TH, is

T H = Hx/(MCp) = H/(4AeGT0 3) = HT0/(4Q0) (2.9)

Note, temperature perturbation response magnitude, TH, is positive or negative

depending on whether radiative heat load perturbation, H, is positive or negative (i.e.,

whether perturbed radiative heat load is larger or smaller than average radiative heat

load, Q0). From Equation 2.9, the ultimate fractional change in temperature, TH / To, is

one fourth the fractional change in radiative heat load, H / Q0. Time constant, x,

characterizes the exponential variation with time between initial, 0, and final, TH,

temperature perturbation values.

In the second example, radiative heat load perturbation is sinusoidal with time

Ql(t) = H sin ( o_ t) (2.10)
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andstartedat sometime in the distantpast. Thesolutionfrom Equation2.6underthese
assumptions(all effectsof initial conditionshavediminishedto zero)is

Tl(t) = TH cos(v)sin(cot-V) (2.11)

where V, the phase lag angle between imposed heat load, Qt(t), and temperature response,

Tt(t), is given by

cos(v) = 1/[1 + (cox)2] I/2 (2.12)

For all frequencies, co, the frequency of temperature response is the same as frequency

of radiative heat load perturbation imposed. For low frequency heat load perturbations (

co z << 1; cos ( V ) _ 1), almost no time lag exists between heat load perturbation and

temperature response, and temperature response amplitude is approximately TH

(Equation 2.9). For high frequency heat load perturbations (co x >> 1 and cos ( V ) _

1 / ( co x )), temperature response lags heat load perturbation by about 90 degrees, and the

amplitude of temperature response is small (approximately TH / ( co x )).

More realistic effects of time constant are illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows

numerical solutions to Equation 2.1 for spherical satellites having different time constant

values and encountering the same temporal variations of radiative heat load from direct

solar, albedo, and OLR components in low Earth orbit. Considerable smoothing of the

time variation of temperature is illustrated as the value of time constant is increased.

Figure 2.1 also shows that temperature extremes (maximum or minimum values) vary

from orbit to orbit regardless of time constant value. However, range between extreme

values (maximum-to-minimum) is smaller for large time constant values than for small.

There is also less orbit-to-orbit variability in temperature extremes for large time constant

values than for small values.

2.2 Earth-Related Effects on Thermal Environments

2.2.1 Global Radiation Balance Global, annual-average conditions for Earth are

very nearly in radiative energy balance. Such a balance is achieved when net absorbed,

global-average, shortwave radiation received from the Sun is balanced by global-average,

outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) emitted by the Earth-atmosphere system. On a

global-average basis, Earth receives solar energy at a rate given by solar constant, S0,

over Earth's circular cross-sectional area, n ro2, where ro is Earth's radius. Of the amount

received, a fraction (1 - a ) is absorbed; a is global-average albedo. Balance is achieved
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whenemittedexitance(OLR), E, (emittedover the sphericalarea4 n re 2 ), is determined

by

or

4 r_ re2 Eo = S0(l_a)_r2 (2.13)

Ee = IA S0 (l-a) (2.14)

For S o = 1367 W/m 2 and global-average albedo, a = 0.30, this implies a global average

OLR of E_ = 239 W/m 2. Note, Earth, like any spherical body that receives radiation from

a single direction (the Sun), has a radiative form factor of ¼.

Although this radiative balance applies on a global, annual-average basis, many

factors create departures from radiative balance on local and regional scales. These

factors include energy storage and horizontal transport by the oceans and atmosphere.

Conditions of albedo and OLR encountered by a satellite at any given time are expected

to depart significantly from these global balance conditions. Some of these effects are

discussed more fully in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

Global-average radiative balance, via Equation 2.14, for ERBE ERBS data is

illustrated by the unnumbered table on page 6 of Costello and Costello (1995), a = 0.299

and E_ = 240 W/m 2. ERBE NOAA polar orbiting satellite data in this table do not satisfy

Equation 2.14 (a = 0.361, E e = 233 W/m 2, see note by Costello and Costello, page 2),

because (unlike ERBS) ERBE polar orbiting satellites sample only a limited range of

local solar times. Global mean values from the unnumbered table in Section IIa of

Clawson (1991), a = 0.30 and Ee = 234 W/m 2, are also not in radiative balance. However,

conditions of radiative balance exist within the limits of uncertainty in global mean

albedo (+ 0.01) and OLR (+7 W/m 2) given by Clawson.

2.2.2 Effects of Earth Surface and Atmosphere Figure 2.2 illustrates a contour

plot derived from frequency of observed ERBE (ERBS, medium inclination orbit) albedo

and OLR. All albedo values in the figure were corrected to solar zenith angle 0 (Sections

2.2.3 and 2.3.2). In this figure, ERBS data were averaged over 128 seconds, along the

orbital path, before binning averages into intervals ("boxes") of width 1 W/m 2 on the

OLR axis and height 0.01 on the albedo axis. Total number of averaged observations

represented in this figure is 132941. The highest number density (data points observed in

any one box) was 151 (at OLR = 270 W/m 2 and albedo a = 0.12). Within constraints

imposed by the contour plotting program, no data points occurred outside the contour

labeled 1 in Figure 2.2 (note the "spike" in the upper left of this diagram is an artifact of

the contouring plotting program). Only daytime data from ERBS are plotted in Figure

2.2 (albedo is defined as zero for nighttime periods).

During 128 seconds, ERBS traverses about 8.5 degrees of latitude-longitude (about

950 km of ground-track distance). Highest density of observations is near the lower right
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of Figure 2.2, for cases when the satellite is viewing relatively cloud-free parts of Earth

over either ocean or vegetated land. These are areas with rather high temperature (large

OLR values), but which are relatively dark (low albedo values). A secondary maximum

of data density occurs in the upper left region of Figure 2.2. Data here are for cases when

the satellite is viewing cloudy regions or relatively cloud-free areas with snow or ice on

the surface. These areas are low temperature (low OLR) but bright (high albedo). A

region of high OLR and intermediate-to-high albedo in Figure 2.2 is associated with

relatively cloud-free desert areas (high daytime temperature with high albedo).

2.2.3 Effects of Solar Zenith Angle and Latitude If top-of-atmosphere (TOA)

direct normal solar irradiance (i.e. irradiance on a satellite surface oriented perpendicular

to the Earth-Sun vector) is S, then irradiance on a local horizontal surface (e.g., a satellite

surface oriented perpendicular to the Earth-satellite vector) at TOA is S cos(0), where 0 is

solar zenith angle at satellite position. Earth-reflected shortwave irradiance (or

shortwave exitance, Er) at TOA is given by Equation 1.6 and

Er = a(0) S cos (0) (2.15)

where a (0) is solar-zenith-angle-dependent albedo.

In most cases, albedo is lowest for overhead Sun (0 = 0) and increases

monotonically as 0 increases. One reason for this albedo behavior is a characteristic of

inhomogeneous cloud fields. If a satellite views a partly cloudy area (or overcast cloud

having non-uniform spatial structure) when the Sun is overhead, then sunlight can more

effectively penetrate to (and be reflected from) the underlying (darker) surface (ocean or

land surface, or thinner, less reflective, parts of the cloud field). When the Sun is at a

higher zenith angle (lower elevation angle), sunlight penetrates less effectively and is

reflected mostly from bright, upper surfaces of the cloud field. Note the opposite effect

(albedo decreasing with increasing zenith angle) occurs when the viewed area is a patchy

forest of dark (low albedo) trees growing over bright (high albedo) soil. The latter

example, however, occurs infrequently and has very little impact on global or regional

average albedo.

Another reason albedo increases with zenith angle is path-length effects in a cloud-

free atmosphere. For near-overhead Sun, the sunlight path through the atmosphere is

relatively short and makes a relatively small contribution to TOA exitance from

atmospheric scattering. For high solar zenith angles the sunlight path through the

atmosphere is long with significant contribution from atmospheric scattering to TOA

exitance.

Latitude has a direct effect on both albedo and OLR. Higher latitudes have colder

temperatures that cause lower OLR values. Higher latitudes also have more frequent

snow and ice that cause higher albedo values. There is also an indirect effect of latitude

on albedo. At high latitudes the Sun can never be near overhead and solar zenith angle
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cannotbesmall. Hence,high latitudealbedo,evenfrom a darksurfacetype,tendsto be
largebecausealbedois greaterat highsolarzenithangles.

2.3 Effects of Various Factors on ERBE Albedo and OLR

2.3.1 Sensitivity Study of ERBE Albedo and OLR Data First step in the

development of STEM was to review and extend the sensitivity studies conducted by

Anderson and Smith (1994) of effects of various parameters on albedo and OLR

observed by ERBE (ERBS and NOAA satellites). The concept was to base STEM on

tables of hot (maximum) and cold (minimum) environmental irradiances from direct,

albedo, and OLR components, with hot/cold values binned by appropriate ranges of

relevant parameters. Candidate parameters for data bins are: (1) solar zenith angle, (2)

orbital beta angle, (3) latitude or orbital inclination, (4) thermal time constants of the

system or averaging time for irradiances, (5) season or month, (6) time of day, and (7)

probability of encountering a given set of irradiance values. Explicit inclusion of all

parameters in STEM would render the model too complicated for most thermal

engineering applications. Furthermore, while some candidate parameters have significant

effect and warrant inclusion in the model, others have only marginal effect and can be

ignored or treated simply in the model.

Results of the sensitivity study, described in this section, provide justification for

the assumptions made in STEM. Subsections describe several parameters analyzed in the

sensitivity study and provide justification for whether effects of each parameter are

explicitly included, treated simply, or ignored.

2.3.2 Solar Zenith Angle Corrections Section 2.2.3 discussed that albedo tends

to increase with increasing solar zenith angle. ERBE observes actual (solar-zenith-angle

dependent) albedo energy fluxes at the satellite, at a given ground location and time. For

a uniform database, e.g., to compute appropriate time averages, ERBE albedo

observations are converted to equivalent top-of-atmosphere (TOA) albedo at solar zenith

angle zero. This conversion is performed using the satellite view factor correction to

TOA from Green and Smith (1991) and the empirical ERBE albedo correction term c(0),

given in Anderson and Smith (1994) and

C(0) = C 1 0 + C 2 0 2 + C 3 0 3 + C 4 0 4 (2.16)

where (for 0 in degrees), cl = 1.3798 x 10 "3, c2 = -2.1793 x 10 -5, c3 = 6.0372 x 10 "8, and c4

= 4.9115 x 10 "9. Equation 2.16 is valid for 0 _<0 < 90 degrees; c(0) is defined as zero for

0 > 90 degrees. However, because of increasing uncertainty for large 0, it's application

in the final STEM and Anderson et al. (2001) results is limited to 0 < 0 < 65.

This observed dependence of c(0) on 0, illustrated in Figure 2.3, agrees very well

with expected dependence on 0 of TOA reflectance in a uniform atmosphere of
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reasonable optical depth. See, for example, theoretically computed TOA reflectances in

Liou (1980) Table 6.3 (optical depth 0.25).

ERBE-observed TOA albedo, a(0), is converted to solar-zenith-angle-zero albedo,

a(0), by

a(0) = a(0) - c(0) (2.17)

All analysis operations, such as time averaging, are performed on solar-zenith-angle-zero

albedo values. In computational operations within STEM or TESTSTEM programs,

when actual solar zenith angle is required, albedo is reconstructed by reverse process,

namely

a(0) = a(0) + c(0) (2.18)

One problem requiring solar zenith angle correction is defining an orbital-average

albedo value, <a>, to be used in thermal engineering analysis programs that assume

albedo does not vary with solar zenith angle (i.e., programs that assume TOA exitance is

given by Ef = <a> S cos(0), rather than by Equation 2.15). For this purpose, we can

compute <a> from a time average of a(0) over orbital period, P,

P P

< a > = j" a(O) cos(O) dt / J" cos(O) dt (2.19)
o o

Substitution of Equation 2.18 into 2.19 yields the result

<a> = a(0) + <c> (2.20)

where orbital average correction term, <c>, is defined by

P P

<c> = fc(0) cos(0) dt / _ cos(0) dt (2.21)
0 0
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Simplify Equation2.21byusingangularpositionaroundtheorbit, q0,measuredfrom zero
at themostnearlysub-solarpoint andusingtherelation

cos(0) = cos(13)cos(q ) (2.22)

where, for a circular orbit, q_ increases linearly with time

< c > = ,_ j c (0) cos(q)) &p (2.23)

Values of <c> depend on orbital beta angle, as illustrated in Table 2.1. This table also

gives short-term albedo correction at minimum solar zenith angle (0=i. = 13), computed

from Equation (2.16).

Table 2.1 - Values of orbital-average albedo correction term,

<c>, computed numerically from Equation 2.21, and short-term

albedo correction at minimum solar zenith angle, c(13).

Orbital Orbital Correction at

Beta Average Albedo Min. Solar

Angle (o) Correction <c> ZA, c(13)

0 0.04 0.01

10 0.04 0.01

20 0.05 0.02

30 0.06 0.03

40 0.07 0.04

50 0.09 0.05

60 0.12 0.08

70 0.16 0.13

80 0.22 0.20

90 0.31 0.31
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2.3.3 Recurrence Frequency, Averaging Time, and Thermal Risk Highest

resolution ERBE data used in this study represent averages of albedo and OLR over 16

seconds of satellite orbit. The Anderson and Smith (1994) study considered running

mean (time-overlapped) averages over 10 additional averaging times from 64 to 5400-
seconds.

Effects of thermal time constant on satellite temperature response can be accounted

for if appropriate averaging times are used for albedo/OLR statistics. From detailed

studies of temperature response to varying time constants (Section 2.1.2), it was

determined that the appropriate data averaging time, tavg, to use for a given thermal time

constant, _, is to have tavg within the range from roughly "c/4 to approximately "c. If tavg

much less than -c/4 is used, then temporal variations in heat load are represented that are

more variable than temperature responses that can result from the (relatively large)

thermal time constant. If tavg much greater than _ is used, then variability of heat load is

too smoothed compared with the amount of thermal response than can result from the

(relatively small) thermal time constant. Considering this result, and the degree of

variation of Anderson and Smith (1994) statistics with averaging time, the decision was

to limit the number of averaging times used in STEM to seven (from 16 seconds to 24

hours). Note non-overlapping time averages are used for STEM statistics to make the

resultant time statistics closer to those expected from uncorrelated time-series data, but

comparison indicates no practical difference from the (time-overlapped) running means

used by Anderson and Smith (1994).

Anderson and Smith (1994) present their statistical results as tables of percentile

values for albedo and OLR versus averaging time. A percentile value gives probability

(expressed as a percent) that a given value (of albedo or OLR) will not be exceeded.

Thus, an observed albedo or OLR value will be equal to or less than the albedo or OLR

associated with a given percentile value with a probability equal to the percentile.

Percentile values evaluated by Anderson and Smith are 0.04, 1, 3, 5, 50, 95, 97, 99 and

"maximum observed". In order to simplify user choices regarding thermal risk level and

to minimize potential for confusion about risk, STEM provides two sets of statistics: one

to be used for "mission critical" components and the other to be used for "non-critical"

components. One potential area of confusion is that, because of non-linearity and other

factors, a probability value for albedo and OLR does not convert to the same probability

value for system extreme temperature. Another potential source of confusion concerns

frequency of occurrence (or exceedance) versus mission-lifetime frequency of occurrence

(or exceedance).

To illustrate application of non-critical and mission-critical statistics, consider two

cases. For a non-critical system component, an engineer may be willing to accept a small

percentage (say five percent) risk of temperatures exceeding an extreme hot level. Note,

however, 90-minute values having a five percent frequency of occurrence would occur on

average once every 1.25 days. Such a condition is likely unacceptable for mission-

critical system components. For mission critical components, an engineer might accept at

most a small (say five percent) risk of exceedance once during mission lifetime. A 90-

minute value that occurs once during a one-year mission would have a frequency of 0.02
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percent,while a five percentmission-lifetimeprobability for 90-minutevalueswould be
equivalentto anaverageoccurrenceof oncein 20years,or 0.0009percent.

In anattemptto accountfor mission-lifetimeextremes,CostelloandCostello(1995)
suggestedusingalbedoor OLRvaluescomputedfrom mean+ n _d, where n is as large as

6, and cyd is standard deviation (albedo or OLR). For example, with n = 5, a 16 second

value no larger than mean + 5 (Yd would occur, on average, once every 1.7 years

(probability of not being exceeded = 0.9999997). A problem with this approach is that

actual distributions of albedo or OLR are not Gaussian to this many standard deviations.

For example, in the unnumbered table on page 6 of their paper, Costello and Costello

give observed mean ERBS albedo as 0.299 with standard deviation 0.083. Thus, with n

larger than 3.6, low albedo values (mean - n c_d) go negative, a physical impossibility.

Indeed, there was not enough ERBE data available (section 1.4) for use in

development of STEM to accurately evaluate long-mission-lifetime probabilities. The

STEM mission critical environments provided (section 2.4) are nevertheless considered

adequate for specifying albedo and OLR values. Thermal analysts need, however, to

make their own decisions about what additional temperature safety margins need to be

applied, since no specific "safety margin" has been applied to albedo and OLR values
themselves.

2.3.4 Orbital Beta Angle, Latitude and Orbital Inclination One would expect

orbital beta angle (defined in Section 1.3.8) to have a major effect on satellite thermal

environments. For example, when [3 = 0 a satellite passes (once per orbit) over the sub-

solar point, where solar zenith angle is 0 and reflected solar radiation tends to be largest

(Equation 2.15). Warmest Earth-atmosphere temperatures and corresponding largest

OLR values also tend to occur near the sub-solar point.

However, [3 = 0 can occur for a variety of orbital inclinations: for example, noon-

midnight polar orbits, or equatorial orbits when solar declination is zero. Because range

of latitudes covered by a satellite orbit is determined by its orbital inclination (Section

1.3.8) and latitude has a significant effect on albedo and OLR (Section 2.2.3), it is

appropriate to examine relative effects of beta angle and latitude (orbital inclination) on
albedo and OLR statistics.

Figure 2.4 gives a contour plot of mean ERBS albedo (corrected to solar zenith

angle 0 = 0) as a function of beta angle and absolute value of latitude (i.e., north and

south latitudes considered equally). This figure shows average albedo to vary only

slightly with beta angle, but to vary significantly with latitude. For example, average

albedo (at 0 = 0) is uniformly less than about 0.2 for latitudes equatorward of + 25

degrees, as encountered in a low inclination orbit, while average albedo is uniformly

greater than about 0.3 for latitudes poleward from about + 55 °. Note since albedo has

been corrected to 0 = 0 in Figure 2.4, large albedo values at high latitudes are purely a

latitude effect, having nothing to do with high solar zenith angle values that occur at high

latitudes (Section 2.2.3). Figure 2.5, which shows maximum, median (50 percentile) and

minimum albedo values (at solar zenith angle zero) for 16-second ERBS data, confirms

that none of these statistics has a strong dependence on beta angle.
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Figure2.6 showsthat averageOLR alsovariesmuchmorewith latitudethanwith
betaangle. In this figure, largestaverageOLR values( _ 260 W/m 2) occur near +20

degrees latitude, while slightly lower OLR values ( < 250 W/m/) occur near the equator.

Lower equatorial OLRs are due to influence of the intertropical convergence zone, a

region of high (and therefore cold) convective clouds that occurs within a few degrees of

the equator. In general, Figure 2.6 shows a progression of OLR toward lower (colder)

values at higher latitudes. This latitude variation is much larger than the small variations

of OLR with beta angle. Figure 2.7 indicates that median and minimum 16-second

ERBS OLR values also have little variation with beta angle. Maximum OLR values in

Figure 2.7 are somewhat larger ( _ 330 W/m 2) near 13= 0 than for large beta angles (e.g.,

[ [3 [ > 40 °, where OLR _ 310 W/m2). This effect is probably a sampling anomaly due to

ERBS overflying subsolar (warm) parts of Earth under these conditions. However, this

peak in maximum OLR near [3 = 0, is not a phenomenon that appears in 99 percentile

OLR, which varies no more than about + 5 W/m 2 over all beta angles.

These results lead to the following conclusions regarding sensitivity of albedo and

OLR to orbital inclination (latitude) and beta angle:

Both TOA albedo (at solar zenith angle 0) and OLR depend significantly on

range of latitudes encountered at various orbital inclinations. STEM must

therefore account explicitly for orbital inclination effects on hot and cold

extreme environments.

There is no need to consider effects of beta angle on statistics of hot and cold

extreme environments. Exceptions to this are beta angle effects on orbital-

average albedo correction term (Table 2.1), effects on fraction of time spent in

Earth's shadow (Equation 1.10), and, perhaps, a short "pulse" of high OLR

values near sub-solar points when 13 _ 0 (which can be evaluated by

simulation of effects of an OLR pulse by methods described in Sections 3 and

4).

2.3.5 Seasonal and Time-of-Day Variation Figure 2.8 shows a contour plot of

mean albedo (at solar zenith angle 0) versus satellite-Sun longitude difference (local solar

time). With explicit effects of solar zenith angle removed, this figure shows mean

albedo is much more sensitive to latitude than time of day. Figure 2.9 illustrates the same

for OLR, except there is a small zone of slightly higher OLR (_ 260 W/m 2) near solar

noon near absolute latitude 20 °. However, this zone of near-noon, high OLR is no more

than a few W/m 2 higher than other times of day (see also discussion of Figure 2.7 in

Section 2.3.4). Conclusion is time-of-day effects need not be considered explicitly in

characterizing hot and cold extreme environments in STEM.

Figure 2.10 shows seasonal variation of monthly-average OLR and shortwave

reflected radiation (determined from monthly average albedo) from ERBE data. As

expected from Section 1.2.2, reflected shortwave (SW) is largest in January (perihelion)

and smallest in July (aphelion). This effect causes a variation in monthly mean SW of

about + 8 W/m 2 (i.e., + 3.5 percent of the = 239 W/m 2 annual mean value (Section
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1.2.2)). Monthly OLR valuesin Figure2.10areat aminimumduringNovember-January
and at a maximum in July (i.e., approximatelyout of phasewith SW variationsbut in
phasewith NorthernHemispheresummer/wintercycle). Thiseffectresultsfrom thelarge
amountof land areain the NorthernHemisphereand the fact that land surfaceswarm
moreeffectively in NorthernHemispheresummerthando SouthernHemisphereocean
surfacesduring its summer.Notewhenaveragedovertheyear,OLR andSWarein verb'
goodglobalbalance(Section2.2.1).

Because time-of-year effects are relatively small and for reasonsdiscussedin
Section 1.2.3,we concludeSTEMneednot accountfor monthly or seasonaleffectson
hot or cold extremeenvironments.Although this conclusionis reasonablefor mission
planning purposes,there are valid reasonsfrom a mission operationsstandpointto
accountsometimesfor seasonalor monthly variationsin variousthermalenvironment
components. For example,GOES-9hasencountereda heat-relatedsystemcomponent
failure (Lawson, 1996) that is compensatedfor operationally by changingsatellite
orientation during specific months when highest thermal environmental loads are
encountered.

2.4 Hot and Cold Environmental Extremes

2.4.1 Rationale for Defining Extreme Environments Section 2.3 leads us to

conclude that statistics to represent hot and cold extreme conditions in STEM must

account explicitly for effects of averaging time and orbital inclination (and inclination

effect on latitude range). Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show effects of averaging time on

maximum, median (50 percentile), and minimum values of albedo (at solar zenith angle

zero) and OLR. As expected, averaging time has essentially no effect on median value

(or on average value). Small observed effects on median or average values are due to

sampling statistics (e.g., due to data gaps, some 16- second observations do not contribute

to average values over longer time periods). Effect of averaging time on maximum and

minimum albedo and OLR is to decrease maximum-minimum range as averaging time

increases (i.e., increased average time decreases variance of albedo and OLR about their

median or average value).

Effect of averaging time on both albedo and OLR is illustrated by comparing

contour plots in Figure 2.13 (1800-second average) with Figure 2.2 (128-second average).

Figure 2.13 represents data density contours (within "boxes" of width 1 W/m 2 in OLR

and height 0.01 in albedo) for 1800-second averages. A total of 13517 data points are

represented, with peak data density (50 points per box) occurring at OLR = 226 W/m 2

and albedo = 0.26. In addition to showing reduced range of maximum-minimum values

for albedo and OLR, Figure 2.13 also shows that the (negative) correlation (contour

patterns sloping downward to the right in Figure 2.2) is less for larger averaging time.

Quantitative effects of both orbital inclination (latitude) and averaging time on

average (arithmetic mean) and standard deviation in albedo and OLR are illustrated in

Table 2.2. This table gives values for average and standard deviation of albedo (at solar

zenith angle zero) and OLR for averaging times between 16 seconds and 24 hours, and
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for orbital inclinations in ranges low (0 to 30 degrees), medium (30 to 60 degrees), or

high (60 to 110 degrees). For daytime data (solar zenith angles less than 65 degrees)

albedo-OLR cross correlation value is also presented. "All Data" columns show only

OLR statistics, since albedo is identically zero for nighttime conditions. Data from all

three ERBE satellites is included for evaluating the short averaging times, 30 minutes and

shorter. However, for longer averaging times for high inclination orbits the ERBS (60

degree inclination) satellite data was excluded because it would bias the data toward the

warm side; it never samples the cold polar environment which high inclination satellites

sample every orbit. This produces a shift in the high inclination average OLR values

between the < 30 and _> 90 minute data. Some bias is probably introduced by including

the ERBS data in the short-time averages, but a greater bias (especially in the hot

extremes) would result by excluding it because the two remaining satellites were sun

synchronous and thus sampled limited local solar times.

Table 2.2 Average and standard deviation in albedo (at solar zenith angle zero)

and OLR for low, medium, and high inclination for seven averaging times

Daytime Data All Data

Avg.
Incli- Time ALB ALB OLR OLR OLR OLR

nation _ S.D. Avg. S.D. Corr. _ S.D.

low 16 see 0.18 0.06 246 27 -0.555 245 27

med. 16 sec 0.22 0.08 235 28 -0.674 228 34

high 16 sec 0.23 0.09 233 28 -0.699 221 40

low 128 sec 0.18 0.06 246 26 -0.543 245 26

med. 128 sec 0.22 0.08 235 27 -0.667 229 29

high 128 sec 0.23 0.08 233 28 -0.695 222 34

low 896 sec 0.18 0.05 246 21 -0.413 245 20

med. 896 sec 0.22 0.05 234 18 -0.560 227 22

high 896 sec 0.22 0.04 235 17 -0.547 223 25

low 30 min 0.18 0.04 246 17 -0.317 245 16

med. 30 min 0.22 0.03 234 14 -0.374 227 16

high 30 min 0.22 0.03 235 14 -0.384 223 19

low 90 min 0.18 0.03 246 13 -0.045 245 12

med. 90 min 0.22 0.02 234 12 -0.178 227 11

high 90 min 0.21 0.02 227 8 -0.357 211 5

low 6 hour 0.18 0.01 246 9 0.447 245 9

med. 6 hour 0.22 0.02 234 10 -0.029 227 ! 0

high 6 hour 0.21 0.01 227 4 -0.325 211 3

low 24 hour 0.18 0.01 246 8 0.683 245 8
med. 24 hour 0.22 0.02 234 10 0.032 227 10

high 24 hour 0.21 0.01 227 3 -0.245 211 2
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This table shows that (within sampling issues and fluctuations discussed above)

average values do not vary with averaging time, but depend significantly on orbital

inclination. Standard deviations decrease significantly as averaging time increases, but

do not depend very strongly on orbital inclination. In general there are only minor

differences in OLR statistics between daytime and all-data categories. An exception to

this occurs at short averaging times and high inclination, in which case cold, high-

latitude-winter (nighttime) temperatures noticeably reduce short-term average OLR

values for all-data (including night) compared with daytime-data. Albedo-OLR

correlation values also become smaller in magnitude as averaging time increases.

One conceptual problem with defining hot and cold extreme conditions (especially

at short averaging times when albedo-OLR correlation is large and negative) is high

albedo is associated with low OLR (and vice versa). We have chosen to address this

issue by defining three basic types of hot and cold extremes: albedo extreme, OLR

extreme, and combined extreme. Each of these is defined and discussed in following

sections.

To illustrate the need for definitions of more than one hot and cold extreme,

consider data contour plots in Figure 2.2. Selecting as hot case the combination of

maximum albedo with maximum OLR, defines an albedo-OLR combination far outside

(to upper right of) the observed data region. Similarly, an extreme cold point defined by

the combination of minimum albedo and minimum OLR falls far to the lower left of the

observed data region. Adopted definitions for albedo extreme, OLR extreme, and

combined extreme, are defined in following sections and patterned after the methodology

of Pavelitz (1995). In addition to analyzing combinations such as high albedo with mean

OLR, mean albedo with high OLR, etc., Pavelitz also defined three extremal points on

albedo-OLR data contours (his points A, B, and C) by subjective examination of data

contour plots. The following are well-defined definitions of hot and cold extremes

suitable for a computer algorithm.

2.4.2 Albedo Extreme Environments At a given orbital inclination and

averaging time, albedo extreme hot environment is defined as the "maximum" albedo

value combined with expected (average) value of all OLR data paired with the albedo

points exceeding an appropriately-large percentile. Albedo hot extreme for 128-second

averaging time is illustrated in Figure 2.14 by the upper set of crossed lines. In this case

the hot extreme albedo is 0.47 and associated average OLR is 180 W/m E (average of all

data points paired with albedos exceeding 0.47). Similarly, albedo cold extreme is

defined as "minimum" albedo value combined with expected (average) value of all

associated OLR data less than an appropriately-small percentile. Albedo cold extreme for

128-second averaging time is shown as the lower set of crossed lines in Figure 2.14, at

albedo = 0.06 and OLR = 273 W/m 2. Tabular values for albedo extremes (hot and cold,

shown as "Extreme Type -- Alb") are given in Table 2.3, for low, medium, and high

inclinations and averaging times from 16 seconds to 24 hours.
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Table2.3 Albedo (at solarzenithanglezero)andOLR (W/m 2) values for

mission-critical hot and cold extreme environments at low (0 to 30

degrees), medium (30 to 60 degrees), or high (60 to 110 degrees)

inclinations, and averaging times from 16 seconds to 24 hours. Albedo

type extremes are labeled "Alb" (OLR type extremes and combined type

extremes are defined in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4)

Mission-Critical Cold Case

............................

Ext- Avg. 0-30 ° 30-60 ° 60-110 °

reme Time ........................

Type Alb OLR Alb OLR Alb OLR

................................

Mission-Critical Hot Case

............................

0-30 ° 30-60 ° 60-110 °

........................

Alb OLR Alb OLR Alb OLR

.....................

Alb 16 sec 0.06 273 0.06 273 0.06 273 0.43 182 0.48 180 0.50 180

Alb 128 sec 0.06 273 0.06 273 0.06 273 0.42 181 0.47 180 0.49 184

Alb 896 sec 0.07 265 0.08 262 0.09 264 0.37 219 0.36 192 0.35 202

Alb 30 min 0.08 261 0.12 246 0.13 246 0.33 219 0.34 205 0.33 204

Alb 90 min 0.ii 258 0.16 239 0.16 231 0.28 237 0.31 204 0.28 214

Alb 6 hr 0.14 245 0.18 238 0.18 231 0.23 248 0.31 212 0.27 218

Alb 24 hr 0.16 240 0.19 233 0.18 231 0.22 251 0.28 224 0.24 224

0 13 225

0 13 226

0 14 227

0 14 228

0 14 228

0 16 232

0 16 235

0 15 213

0 15 213

0 17 217

0 18 217

0 19 218

0 19 221

0 20 223

0 16 212

0 16 212

0 17 218

0 18 218

0 19 218

0 20 224

0 20 224

Comb 16 sec

Comb 128 sec

Comb 896 sec

Comb 30 min

Comb 90 min

Comb 6 hr

Comb 24 hr

0 40 150

0 38 154

0 33 173

0 30 188

0 25 206

0 19 224

0 18 230

0.40 151

0.38 155

0.34 163

0.27 176

0.30 200

0.31 207

0.25 210

0.40 108

0.38 111

0.33 148

0.31 175

0.26 193

0.27 202

0.24 205

OLR 16 sec

OLR 128 sec

OLR 896 sec

OLR 30 min

OLR 90 min

OLR 6 hr

OLR 24 hr

0.30 298 0.31 267 0.32 263

0.29 295 0.30 265 0.31 262

0.28 291 0.28 258 0.28 259

0.26 284 0.28 261 0.27 260

0.24 275 0.26 257 0.26 244

0.21 264 0.24 248 0.24 233

0.20 260 0.24 247 0.23 232

0.22 331 0.21 332 0.22 332

0.22 326 0.22 331 0.22 331

0.22 318 0.22 297 0.20 294

0.17 297 0.21 282 0.20 284

0.20 285 0.22 274 0.22 250

0.19 269 0.21 249 0.22 221

0.19 262 0.21 245 0.20 217
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Table 2.4 Albedo (at solar zenith angle zero) and OLR (W/m 2) values for

non-critical hot and cold extreme environments at low (0 to 30 degrees),

medium (30 to 60 degrees), or high (60 to 110 degrees) inclinations, and

averaging times from 16 seconds to 24 hours. Albedo type extremes are

labeled "Alb" (OLR type extremes and combined type extremes are defined

in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4)

Non-critical Cold Case

............................

Ext- Avg. 0-30 ° 30-60 ° 60 -110°

reme Time ........................

Type Alb OLR Alb OLR Alb OLR

................................

Alb 16 sec 0.09 270

Alb 128 sec 0.09 267

Alb 896 sec 0.I0 261

Alb 30 min 0.12 257

Alb 90 min 0.13 249

Alb 6 hr 0.15 241

Alb 24 hr 0.16 240

Comb 16 sec 0

Comb 128 sec 0

Comb 896 sec 0

Comb 30 min 0

Comb 90 min 0

Comb 6 hr 0

Comb 24 hr 0

0 10 267

0 10 265

0 13 252

0 16 242

0 18 238

0 19 233

0 19 235

0 i0 267

0 i0 265

0 14 252

0 17 244

0 18 230

0 19 230

0 19 230

15 236

16 237

16 237

16 237

16 237

17 237

17 236

0.19 227

0.19 227

0.20 226

0.20 225

0.20 225

0.20 226

0.20 226

0.20 225

0.20 225

0.20 227

0.20 226

0.21 224

0.21 226

0.20 225

OLR 16 sec 0.30 195 0.33 183 0.35 164 0

OLR 128 sec 0.29 198 0.33 184 0.34 164 0

OLR 896 sec 0.26 209 0.28 189 0.27 172 0

OLR 30 min 0.23 216 0.25 200 0.25 190 0

OLR 90 min 0.20 225 0.23 209 0.24 202 0

OLR 6 hr 0.18 231 0.23 212 0.23 205 0

OLR 24 hr 0.17 233 0.23 212 0.23 207 0

Non-critical Hot Case

............................

0-30 ° 30-60 ° 60-110 °

........................

Alb OLR Alb OLR Alb OLR

.....................

0.29 205 0.36 201 0.38 197

0.29 211 0.35 202 0.37 199

0.26 225 0.29 213 0.28 213

0.24 234 0.27 223 0.26 223

0.22 246 0.26 229 0.24 219

0.20 252 0.25 231 0.23 224

0.20 252 0.25 232 0.23 224

0.21

0 21

0 21

0 21

0 20

0 19

0 19

260

260

261

258

258

255

257

0 23 240

0 23 240

0 23 241

0 23 240

0 23 241

0 23 242

0 23 241

24 237

24 238

23 240

23 242

23 232

22 230

23 230

17 285 0.17 280 0.17 280

17 284 0.17 279 0.17 279

18 279 0.18 264 0.18 263

18 274 0.20 258 0.20 258

19 268 0.21 254 0.21 242

19 261 0.21 242 0.21 216

18 258 0.21 241 0.21 215

2.4.30LR Extreme Environments At a given orbital inclination and averaging

time, OLR extreme hot environment is defined as "maximum" OLR value combined with

expected (average) value of all albedo data in the pairs that exceed this OLR percentile.

OLR hot extreme for 128-second averaging time is illustrated in Figure 2.15 by the right

set of crossed lines. In this case, OLR hot extreme OLR is 331 W/m 2 and average

albedo is 0.22 for all data points with OLR exceeding 331 W/m 2. Similarly, OLR cold

extreme is defined as "minimum" OLR value combined with expected (average) value

of all albedo data paired with the OLR points less than this percentile. OLR cold

extreme for 128-second averaging time is shown as the left set of crossed lines in Figure

2.15, at OLR = 155 W/m 2 and albedo -- 0.38. From this figure we see that (because of

effects of strong negative correlation at this averaging time) OLR cold extreme is near

albedo hot extreme, while OLR hot extreme is somewhat near albedo cold extreme.

Tabular values for OLR extremes (hot and cold, shown as "Extreme Type = OLR") are
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givenin Table2.3, for low, medium,andhighinclinationsandaveragingtimesfrom 16
secondsto 24hours.

2.4.4 Combined Extreme Environments At a given orbital inclination and

averaging time, combined extreme hot environment is defined as the point in albedo-OLR

space at which 0.04 percent of data are up (higher albedo) and to the right (larger OLR)

of the extreme point, illustrated by the upper-right set of crossed lines in Figure 2.16.

The second condition determining the location of combined hot extreme is a point where

normalized variates for albedo and OLR are equal (normalized variate is deviation from

average value divided by standard deviation of the distribution). Normalized variates are

evaluated using averages and standard deviations given in Table 2.2. Similarly,

combined extreme cold environment is defined as the point in albedo-OLR space having

equal normalized variates for albedo and OLR and at which 0.04 percent of data are

down (lower albedo) and to the left (smaller OLR) of the extreme point, illustrated by the

lower-left set of crossed lines in Figure 2.16. The large dot roughly mid-way between

combined hot and combined cold points is the average albedo average OLR point.

Tabular values for combined extremes (hot and cold shown as "Extreme Type = Comb")

are given in Table 2.3, for low, medium, and high inclinations and averaging times from
16 to 5400-seconds.
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Figure 2.1 Temperature for a spherical satellite with various thermal time constants,

derived from numerical solution of Equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.2 Contours of ERBS-observed frequency of top-of-atmosphere (TOA) albedo

(at solar zenith angle 0) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR): 128 second

averaging time, medium inclination orbit. Frequency contours are also number

density, i.e., number of observations during the observation period that occurred

within albedo-OLR "boxes" of"width" 1 W/m 2 in OLR and "height" 0.01 in albedo.

The total number of observations is 132,841.
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3. Simple Thermal Environment Model (STEM) Program

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 Function of the STEM Program The function of STEM is to assist a

thermal analyst in selecting design point values for thermal environment parameters for

spacecraft in Earth orbit. Thermal environment parameters output by the STEM program
consist of one or more values of albedo and OLR from Table 2.3 for mission-critical

systems, or from Table 2.4 for non-critical systems. These, together with a value of

direct solar irradiance defined in Section 1.2.3, specify the environmental part of system

heat load. Steps that STEM goes through in suggesting output values of albedo and OLR

include: (1) estimation of thermal time constant and selection of averaging time

consistent with thermal time constant(s) of the system, (2) selection of appropriate

extreme type (albedo, combined or OLR extreme), based on thermal properties of the

system and estimated environmental heat loads, and (3) selection of albedo and OLR

values for combinations of heat load pulses of various durations. STEM also performs

various corrections or computations as part of the selection process. These include

correction of environmental heat loads for orbital altitude, computation of fraction of

orbit in Earth's shadow, corrections of average albedo for solar zenith angle (and beta

angle), and selection of low/medium/high orbital inclination range based on input value

of orbital inclination angle.

3.1.2 Computation of Thermal Time Constant From values of program input

(Section 3.2), STEM computes mean (orbital average) temperature, To, and thermal time

constant, x. To is computed from Equation 2.4,

To = [q0/(eg)] TM (3.1)

where q0 is heat load per unit area ( Q0 / A ), _ is longwave emittance of the system, and

is Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.670 x 10 -8 W m "2 K "4 ). Orbital average heat load

(per unit area) is computed via

q0 = qs + qsw + qew + qint (3.2)

where qs is orbital average direct solar heat load, qsw and qLW, respectively are shortwave

(Earth-reflected) and longwave (Earth-emitted) environmental heat load components, and
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qintis intemal heat load per unit area. The environmentalheat load componentsare
computedvia

q_ = ¼(1-fs)ctS (3.3)

qsw = IA( 1- f s ) c_ S < a(0) > ( r30 / r )2 < COS(0) > (3.4)

_W = ¼(r30/r)2eEe (3.5)

where ¼ is the form factor for a spherical satellite (Equation 2.14), fs is the fraction of

orbit in Earth's shadow (Equation 1.10), c_ is shortwave absorptance, S is direct solar

irradiance (Section 1.2.3), < a(0)> is solar-zenith-angle-averaged albedo (Table 2.1),

( 1"30/ r )2 corrects radiation fluxes to satellite orbital radius (r) from radius at top-of-

atmosphere (r30 = re + 30 km), < cos(0) > is orbital average cosine solar zenith angle

(cos(13) / 2 where 13is orbital beta angle), and Ee is outgoing longwave (Earth-emitted)

radiation (OLR). Orbital average OLR and albedo values for Equations 3.4 and 3.5 are

taken from 5400-second (90-minute) average values (for appropriate orbital inclination)
from Table 2.2.

Since heat loads differ for hot and cold extremes, separate hot and cold mean

temperatures are computed and are used (Equation 2.7) to compute separate hot and cold
values for thermal time constant, x. These values of time constant are used in STEM

selections of averaging time (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Note, since time constant depends on

total heat load (Equation 2.7), internal heat load can affect time constant.

3.1.3 Selection of Thermal Extreme Type STEM selects thermal extreme type

(albedo, combined or OLR extreme) based on a comparison of environmental heat load

(per unit area), q_, for the three cases. Environmental heat load is that portion of total

heat load from Earth environment (reflected and emitted) components alone. Thus

= qsw + qrw (3.6)

where qsw and qgw are evaluated in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, except that separate values (for

each of the three extreme types) are computed, using albedo and OLR values (for

appropriate orbital inclination, averaging time, and extreme type) in Table 2.3 (mission-

critical components) or Table 2.4 (non-critical components).

For cold extreme type, STEM suggests the type that yields smallest of the three

cold values of chNv. For hot extreme type, STEM suggests the type that yields largest of

the three hot values of chNV- As an option STEM-suggested extreme type can be

overridden and extreme type selected by the user (Section 3.2).
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3.2 How to Run STEM

To run STEM first acquire the FORTRAN source code, described in the appendix

and the required TABLEMC.DAT and TABLENC.DAT input data files. Compile the

code into an executable program (called STEM). The executable program and input data

file are assumed to be in the same file directory. Create next a NAMELIST format input

file, STEMIN (Table 3.1). On UNIX or Windows 95 systems file names STEM,

STEMIN, and TABLEMM.DAT may be in lower case.

Table 3.1 Sample STEM input file, STEMIN in NAMELIST format

$stemin

missioncrit = 1

units = 1

mass = i.

Cp = i000.

area = i.

Qint = 0.

Scold = 1317.

Shot = 1419.

alpha = 0.422

epsilon = 0.765

altitude = 604.

beta = 6.

inclination = 57.

coldcase = 0

hotcase = 0

SEnd

missioncrit =

units =

mass =

Cp =

area =

Qint =

Shot =

Scold =

alpha =

epsilon =

altitude =

beta =

inclination =

coldcase =

hotcase =

1 for mission critical cases (reads tablemc.dat) or

0 for non-critical cases (reads tablenc.dat)

1 for MKS units, 2 for British units

satellite component mass [kg or ib]

specific heat capacity [J/(kg*K) or Btu/(ib*R)]

component exposed area [m**2 or ft**2]

internal heat load (W or Btu/hr)

design hot solar irradiance [W/m**2 or Btu/(hr*ft**2)]

design cold solar irradiance [W/m**2 or Btu/(hr*ft**2)]

component absorptance [unitless]

component emittance [unitless]

orbital altitude [km or nautical miles]

minimum angle between orbital plane and Sun [deg.]

orbital inclination [degrees]

cold extreme case; 0 = let program pick

hot extreme case; 0 = let program pick

If parameter "units" = 1, STEM interprets input variables in Intemational System

(SI or MKS) units; if units = 2, STEM interprets input parameters in British units (see

comments in Table 3.1). Values for mass, specific heat capacity, and area apply to
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systemcomponentfor which evaluationof thermaltime constantis desired. Gilmore
(1994)gives a list of component alpha and epsilon values in his appendix A. He also

provides a list of specific heat values in his appendix C.

For systems with many components, the analyst may wish to do STEM runs for a

range of values, e.g., one for largest (most massive or longest time constant) component

and one for smallest (least massive or shortest time constant) component. STEM output

from multiple runs may be combined and used as input values of albedo and OLR for a

long-period average (background) case (consistent with longest time constant) with a

superimposed "pulse" or pulses of albedo and OLR with time duration(s) consistent with

shorter time constant system components (Sections 3.3 and 4).

Normally, STEM selects hot and cold extreme types (albedo, combined, or OLR

extreme) and provides albedo and OLR values accordingly. If the analyst wishes to

override STEM choices for either hot or cold extreme case, select a non-zero value for

either "coldcase" or "hotcase" in the STEMIN file. For this option, 1 denotes albedo

extreme, 2 combined extreme, and 30LR extreme.

Table 3.1 gives default values for all STEM input variables. Only those variables

with values different from defaults need be input by the STEMIN file (e.g., for all default

conditions the STEMIN file may be an empty NAMELIST format file, i.e.,

$STEMIN

SEND

After the STEMIN file is created, run STEM with screen output by entering the

executable program name, e.g.

STEM

or, if output is too long to fit the screen at one time, pipe output to "more", for scrolling

purposes by entering

STEM I more.

To route output to a file (e.g. "filename"), enter

STEM > filename.

3.3 Interpretation of STEM Output

3.3.1 Preliminary STEM Output Table 3.2 shows STEM output for default

input data given in Table 3.1. Most output in the first five lines is echoed back from

input values. Units (MKS or British) are shown to indicate selected type. These five lines

include orbital average albedo correction < c(0) > (Table 2.1), albedo correction
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evaluatedat minimum solarzenithangle0 = I [3[,andfractionof orbit in sunlight(1 - fs
from Equation1.10).

3.3.2 Heat Loads, Time Constant and Extreme Type The main output of STEM

is two sets of values for cold extreme and hot extreme cases. Quantities are direct solar

irradiance (Section 1.2.3), direct solar heat load (per unit area Equation 3.3), orbital

average heat load (per unit area Equation 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5), orbital average (equilibrium)

temperature (from Equation 3.1), thermal time constant (Equation 2.7), and averaging

period (based on time constant) for selecting albedo and OLR values (Tables 2.2 and

2.3), and environmental heat loads (per unit area, Equation 3.6) for albedo extreme,

combined extreme, and OLR extreme cases. STEM's automatic selection of extreme

type is based on lowest cold environmental heat load and highest hot environmental heat
load. In Table 3.2 STEM selected OLR extreme for both cold and hot cases.

3.3.3 Albedo and OLR Output Following selection of extreme type, STEM

outputs albedo and OLR values (Table 3.2), for various averaging times. Three averaging

times are identified as base values ("Base@ 5400 sec", "Base@Time Const", and

"Base@Mult. Pulse"). As illustrated in Figures 3.1, in the following section, and in

Section 4, base values are usable as single representative values at appropriate averaging

times. Four averaging times (1800, 896, 128, and 16 seconds) are identified as

candidate for simulation of pulse values. Depending on details of system time constants

(illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, and discussed more fully in the following section and

Section 4), the analyst may choose to add one or more pulses of OLR (and albedo) on top

of the appropriate base values.

Base Values Figure 3.1 illustrates a time series of observed ERBE OLR data, with

various base values, from Table 3.2, superimposed. Hot and cold base values "at Time

Constant" in Figure 3.1 are those which capture the extremes of OLR appropriate for the

system time constant (_ 400-seconds in this case), for the full time series, not just for the

segment illustrated. Base values "at Time Constant" are the highest (hottest) and lowest

(coldest) of the base values. Hot and cold base values "at 5400 sec" (90 minutes) in

Figure 3.1 are those appropriate for system components having long thermal time

constants. For components having time constants longer than 5400 seconds, STEM

outputs "Base@21600 see" (6 hours) or "Base@86400 sec" (24 hours), as appropriate.

"Base@ 5400 sec" values do not capture the extremes of variation that result from short

duration hot and cold excursions of OLR. They do, however, represent appropriate OLR

values as "filtered" by the slow thermal response of system components having long

thermal time constants.

Base Values for Single Pulses As discussed in the following section and Section 4,

base values at 5400 sec (or longer, if appropriate) are suitable as "background" values on

which to superimpose (single) pulses of various duration (to capture the variability of

combined long-time-constant and short-time-constant system components). Table 3.2

gives OLR type extreme cold base values of OLR. If STEM selects either albedo type
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extremeor combined type extremethen OLR base value for OLR extreme is also
providedfor cold case.

Table3.2 ExampleSTEMoutputfor defaultinputdatagivenin Table3.1

Simple Thermal Environment Model (STEM)

Mission Critical Case

Mass = 1.0000 kg Cp = 1000.0000 J/(kg*K) Area = 1.0000 m**2

alpha = .422 epsilon = .765 alpha/epsilon = .552

beta = 6.0 deg. Avg, Min.za Albedo correction applied = .04 .01

Inclination = 57.0 degrees. (Medium) Altitude = 604. km

Fraction of orbit in direct sun = .634

Direct Solar Irrad =

Direct Heat Load =

Internal Heat Load =

Avg Total Heat Load =

Equilibrium Temp. =

Time Constant =

Averaging Period

Environ. Heat Load

W/m**2

Use Extreme Type =

Base@ 5400 sec =

W/m**2

Pulse@ 1800 sec =

W/m**2

W/m**2

Pulse@ 896 sec =

W/m**2

W/m**2

Base@Time Const =

W/m**2

Pulse@ 128 sec =

W/m**2

W/m**2

Pulse@ 16 sec =

W/m**2

W/m**2

Base@Mult. Pulse =

W/m**2

Cold Hot

1317.0 1419.0 W/m**2

88.1 94.9 W/m**2

.0 .0 W/m**2

135.4 143.0 W/m**2

236.4 239.6 Kelvin

436. 419. seconds

7.3 7.0 minutes

.121 .116 hours

128 128 seconds

2.1 2.1 minutes

47.7 49.3 Albedo Extreme

41.3 56.2 Combined Extreme

40.5 63.7 OLR Extreme

OLR OLR

.34 .26 Albedo (base value)

200. 274. OLR (base value)

.28 .22 Albedo (Min. za)

176. 282. OLR (Min. za)

176. 282. OLR (Max. za)

.35 .23 Albedo (Min. za)

163. 297. OLR (Min. za)

163. 297. OLR (Max. za)

.42 .26 Albedo (base value)

155. 331. OLR (base value)

.39 (*) .23 (*) Albedo (Min. za)

155.(*) 331.(*) OLR (Min. za)

155.(*) 331.(*) OLR (Max. za)

.41 (*) .22 (*) Albedo (Min. za)

151.(*) 332.(*) OLR (Min. za)

151.(*) 332.(*) OLR (Max. za)

.26 .26 Albedo (average value)

234. 234. OLR (average value)

(*) - This pulse is shorter than the relevant time constant.

Base Values for Multiple Pulses The base value "at Multiple Pulse" in Figure 3.1

is the average value of OLR (for the full time series, not just the segment illustrated).
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This basevalueis suitableas"background"valueon whichto superimpose(eitherhot or
cold) multiple pulsesof variousduration(seefollowing discussionon multiple pulses).
In addition to baseOLR values,STEM output (Table 3.2) also givescomparablebase
albedovalues. STEM automaticallycorrectsall basealbedovalues(from uncorrected
valuesin Table2.3)by theamount< c(0) >, thecorrectionvalue,c(0), averagedoverall
solarzenithangles. The correctionamountappliedto thebasevaluesby STEM is given
as"Avg Albedocorrectionapplied"in Table3.2.

Single Pulse Values Figure 3.2 shows the same time series of ERBE OLR data as

in Figure 3.1, with hot and cold 896 sec pulse values superimposed on the hot and cold

"Base@5400 sec" background values. The time series of values including pulses are

generated with the TESTSTEM program, as described in Section 4. For the sample

output (Table 3.2; _ 400-seconds time constant), appropriate pulse durations would be

either 896-seconds or 1800-seconds. STEM output also includes pulse values from

averaging times shorter than the time constant: 128 and 16 seconds in this example.

Asterisks on STEM output for these values remind the user they are for pulse lengths

shorter than the thermal time constant. As shown in Figure 3.2, hot and cold pulses are

simulated twice per orbit, one centered on the minimum solar zenith angle point and one

centered on the maximum solar zenith angle point. With the maximum solar zenith angle

point (most nearly anti-solar point) being in the Earth's shadow (where albedo has no

effect), OLR type extreme cold value pulse should always be used at maximum solar

zenith angle. STEM output also includes albedo pulse values. STEM automatically

corrects all albedo pulse values by an amount c(13), the correction value at minimum solar

zenith angle (i.e. beta angle). The correction amount applied to the pulse values by

STEM is given as "Min.za Albedo correction applied" in Table 3.2.

Multiple Pulse Values Optionally, two or three pulse values from STEM output

may be superimposed simultaneously on a background (base value). For such a case, the

appropriate background is the average ("Base@Mult. Pulse") value, used for both hot and

cold pulses. Figure 3.3 illustrates this case with three OLR pulses (1800, 896, and 128

sec). As with the single pulse case, OLR type extreme OLR should always be used at

maximum solar zenith angle.

The following section gives more complete descriptions of STEM outputs and their

application for various cases. Section 4 discusses how to run and interpret output from
the TESTSTEM program. To aid in selection of OLR and albedo values to use in a full

thermal analysis, TESTSTEM lets the analyst test various STEM output choices for a

simple-geometry satellite system.

3.3.4 Sample Cases Using STEM Output Depending on the satellite system

under consideration, not all albedo-OLR output from STEM is required. To illustrate

some typical situations, using example output (Table 3.2) consider the following cases:
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1. Single (Short) Time Constant If the satellite is small and light and a short time

constant applies for the entire system, the albedo and OLR values for "Base@Time

Const" are used as single, fixed values for hot extreme and cold extreme simulations (see

"Base@Time Const" values in Figure 3.1).

2. Single (Long) Time Constant If the satellite is relatively large and heavy and

a long time constant applies for the entire system, the albedo and OLR values for "Base@

5400 sec" (or longer, if applicable) can be used as single, fixed values for hot extreme

and cold extreme simulations. If the time constant is between 5400 sec (90 minutes) and

21600 sec (6 hours), values for "Base@Time Const" are the same as "Base@ 5400 sec".

3. Multiple (Long and Short) Time Constants If the satellite consists of multiple

components including both long and short time constants, then "Base@ 5400 sec" (or

longer, if applicable) albedo and OLR values are used as "background" values (to capture

appropriately the temperature behavior of long time constant components). To capture

quicker thermal response of short time constant components, a single pulse of albedo and

OLR is superimposed on this background (see Figure 3.2). The most appropriate single

pulse is one with averaging time just longer than the short time constant. Use

background albedo or OLR of"Base@ 5400 sec" values, with a pulse of albedo and OLR

given by 896 second values (for example case with 400-seconds shortest time constant).

See Section 4 for information on simulation of pulse cases via TESTSTEM.

4. Multiple Time Constants, Multiple Albedo/OLR Pulses If the satellite is as in

Case 2, but multiple pulses of albedo and OLR are desired, use "Base@Mult.Pulse"

values (average over the full data set) as background. Then albedo and OLR pulses of

any durations can be superimposed (see Figure 3.3). Most appropriate in the example

case (shortest time constant _ 400-seconds) are pulses of 1800, 896 and 128-seconds (i.e.,

longer and just shorter than the shortest time constant satellite component). See Section 4

for information on simulation of single and multiple pulse cases via TESTSTEM.

3.3.5 Sensitivity to Absorptance and Emittanee An illustration of STEM

application is the sensitivity study to shortwave absorptance, _z, and longwave emittance,

e, given in Table 3.3. This table contrasts equilibrium temperature, time constant,

environmental heat loads, and selection of extreme type (evaluated in Table 3.2) with

STEM analyses for two other pairs of o_ and e values. The case in Table 3.2 is oc and e

characteristic of flame-sprayed aluminum oxide (Wolfe and Zeiss, 1989). Additional

cases in Table 3.3 are anodized aluminum and polished-degreased aluminum. Except for

variation in o_ and e, all other parameters are the same as in Table 3.2. Table 3.3 shows

the following: (1) equilibrium temperature increases as ratio cz/e increases, (2) although

it varies significantly with cz and e values, time constant is not a monotonically

increasing function of oc/e, and (3) the type of extreme (albedo, combined, or OLR

extreme) depends on m/e, with albedo extreme more likely for high cz/e values and OLR

extreme more likely for low _/e values.
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Table 3.3 Sensitivity of equilibrium temperature, To, thermal time constant, -c,

and environmental heat load, qENV, to shortwave absorptance, or, and longwave

emittance, e. Superscripts C and H denote extreme types (albedo, combined, or

OLR extreme) selected by STEM. To and T values are average hot and cold cases,

with + indicating range between cold and hot cases. Absorptance and emittance

values are from Table 2-31 of Wolfe and Zeiss (1989).

Aluminum,
Anodized Aluminum Polished &

Parameter Aluminum Oxide Degreased

SW Absorptance (_)

LW Emittance (_)
¢t / _ Ratio

EquU. Temp. (To), K

Time Constant ('c), sec

qENV
(W/m 2)

Alb. Cold

Comb. Cold

OLR Cold

Alb. Hot

Comb. Hot
OLR Hot

C - Cold Extreme Type Selected
H - Hot Extreme Type Selected

0.150 0.422 0.387

0.770 0.765 0.027

0.19 0.55 14.33

203_+1 238_+2 498___5

686_+10 427_+9 1320__.37

45.6 47.7 5.6 ¢

37.0 41.3 8.3
30.6 c 40.5 c 13.8

36.4 49.3 15.7 H

47.8 56.2 13.1
57.3 H 63.7 n 11.2
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4. Simple Time Series Test Program (TESTSTEM)

4.1 Methodology

4.1.1 Function of the TESTSTEM Program The two primary purposes for

TESTSTEM are to allow thermal analysts to test various output values from STEM as an

aid in their selection process (e.g. choice of extreme type) and to compare time series

thermal response of a simplified satdlite system exposed to real variations in albedo and

OLR (ERBE observations) with thermal response of systems exposed to albedo/OLR

pulses of various durations and amplitudes (STEM output).

4.1.2 Computation of Time Series Thermal Response TESTSTEM computes

time series temperature variation for a given set of input values by solving the simplified

radiative heat transfer equation (Equation 2.1),

(MCp/A)dT/dt = q - ec_T 4 (4.1)

where q is heat load per unit area (i.e. Q/A), computed as in Equations 3.2 to 3.5, except

with local values solar zenith angle, 0, albedo at solar zenith angle, a(0), and OLR, Ee,

rather than orbital average values; similarly, a local sunlight indicator (F s = 1 or 0) is used

in place of orbital average sunlight fraction fs. Solutions to Equation 4.1 are obtained by

Newton's forward difference scheme over a time step of 16-seconds (ERBE data

sampling interval).

The two solution modes for TESTSTEM are (1) albedo, a(0), and OLR -- Ee, (along

with date and time, solar zenith angle, beta angle and orbital altitude) are from observed

time series of a user-selected ERBE data set, and (2) time variations of albedo and OLR

are simulated by model values from STEM output, possibly including up to three pulses

of albedo and OLR values. In TESTSTEM pulses are always centered on the point in the

orbit at minimum solar zenith angle (most nearly sub-solar point) and on the maximum

solar zenith angle location (most nearly anti-solar point). Two separate runs of TESTEM

are required: one for hot case and one for cold case. Pulses are applied at both minimum

zenith angle and maximum zenith angle for both hot case and cold case. In STEM output

testing mode TESTSTEM substitutes STEM values for albedo and OLR time variations,

but uses the same time series of day and time, solar zenith angle, beta angle, and orbital

altitude values from ERBE data. To aid in sensitivity studies TESTSTEM allows

simultaneous time series simulations of system components having two different thermal

time constants.
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4.2 How to Run TESTSTEM

To run TESTSTEM, first, acquire the FORTRAN source code described in the

appendix, along with ERBE data input files (named CTSYYMMS.TXT, where YY is

year, MM is month, and S is satellite number, i.e., 1 -- NOAA9, 2 = ERBS, 3 =

NOAA10). Compile the code into an executable program (called TESTSTEM). The

executable program and input data file must be in the same file directory. Next, create a

NAMELIST format input file, TEST1N, Table 4.1. On UNIX or Windows 95 systems,

file names TESTSTEM, TESTIN, and CTSYYMMS.TXT may be in lower case.

If parameter "units" is 1, TESTSTEM interprets input variables in Intemational

System (SI or MKS) units and OLR values in W/m 2. If units = 2, TESTSTEM interprets

input parameters in British units and OLR values in BTU/(hr ft2). ERBE OLR time series

input values are always interpreted in W/m 2.

TESTSTEM simulates either a hot case or a cold case, but only one during a

given run. Therefore, either hot or cold values of solar irradiance (from Section 1.2.3)

should be selected.

Two different system components (designated 1 or 2 and characterized by time

constant, x, SW absorptance, ct, arl,d LW emittance, _) are simulated on each run.

Base (background) values 'of albedo (abar) and OLR (Lbar) must be provided.

Optionally, up to three pulses may be superimposed, by specifying OLR values (Lmaxza

and Lminza) and albedo value (aminza; amaxza, is assumed 0), and pulse durations

(seconds). Any pulse length input of 0 and pulses for which no NAMELIST input is

provided are ignored. Pulses are centered on the minimum solar zenith angle point and

maximum solar zenith angle point in the orbit.

Average height, h, and average beta angle, avbeta, must be provided for initial

orbital average heat load calculations. Actual time series variations of solar zenith angle,

beta angle, and orbital altitude are taken from the ERBE data input file.

Parameters, nlst and nlast, determine starting and ending records of the ERBE

data input file to be processed. To allow thermal equilibrium after startup, nl st should be

500 or greater and nlast, nlst +1000, or larger. The file used in this example

(cts86012.txt) has 11961 records. If input value of nlast is larger than number of records

in the file, TESTSTEM reads and processes to end-of-file and terminates normally.

Parameter iuseERBE = 1, causes ERBE albedo data to be corrected from solar

zenith angle 0 to observed solar zenith angle. Use of iuseERBE = 0 assumes that STEM

model input values have had solar zenith angle corrections applied, so no further

correction is made. If iuseERBE = 1, all albedo and OLR values are from the ERBE data

input file and it is not necessary to input albedo or OLR values in the TESTIN file (values

included are ignored when iuseERBE = 1).

After TESTIN is created, TESTSTEM is run with screen output by entering

TESTSTEM

or, if output is too long to fit on the screen at one time, output may be piped to "more",

for scrolling purposes, by entering
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Table 4.1 SampleTESTSTEMinput file, TESTIN, in NAMELIST
format

$testin

filename = 'cts86012.txt'

units = 1

SO = 1419.

taul = 5400.

alphal = 0.422

epsilonl = 0.765

tau2 = 128.

alpha2 = 0.422

epsilon2 = 0.765

abar = O. 26

Lbar = 234.

aminza(1) = 0.22

Lmaxza(1) = 282.

Lminza(1) = 282.

pulse (1) = 1800.

aminza(2) = 0.23

Lmaxza(2) = 297.

Lminza(2) = 297.

pulse(2) = 896.

aminza(3) = 0.23

Lmaxza(3) = 331.

Lminza(3) = 331.

pulse(3J = 128.

h = 604.

avbeta = 6.

nlst = 500

nlast = ii000

iuseERBE = 0

SEnd
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Table 4.2 - Descriptive explanation of TESTSTEM example input

filename = ERBE data file name

units = 1 for MKS units; 2 for British

SO = Direct solar irradiance [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

qint = internal heat load [ W heat per m**2 surface area or

Btu/hr heat per ft**2 surface area ]

taul = time constant number 1 (sec)

alphal = shortwave (SW) absorptance #1

epsilonl = longwave (LW) emittance #1

tau2 = time constant number 2 (sec)

alpha2 = SW absorptance #2

epsilon2 = LW emittance #2

abar = base (background) albedo value

Lbar = base (background) OLR [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

aminza(1) = minimum zenith angle (min za) albedo, pulse #i

Lminza(1) = min za OLR, pulse #i [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

Lmaxza(1) = maximum zenith angle (max za) OLR, pulse #i

pulse(l) = time duration of pulse #i (sec)

aminza(2) = min za albedo, pulse #2

Lminza(2) = min za OLR, pulse #2 [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

Lmaxza(2) = max za OLR, pulse #2 [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

pulse(2) = time duration of pulse #2 (sec)

aminza(3) = min za albedo, pulse #3

Lminza(3) = min za OLR, pulse #3 [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

Lmaxza(3) = max za OLR, pulse #3 [ W/m**2 or BTU/(hr*ft**2) ]

pulse(3) = time duration of pulse #3 (sec)

h = orbital altitude (km or nautical miles)

avbeta = average beta angle (deg)

nlst = first file record to process

nlast = last file record to process

iuseERBE = 1 for observed ERBE data, 0 for STEM model data

TESTSTEM [ more

To route output to a file (e.g. "filename"), enter

TESTSTEM > filename

4.3 Interpretation of TESTSTEM Output

4.3.1 Example TESTSTEM Output Example (screen) output from TESTSTEM,

for TESTIN input data of Table 4.1, is shown in Table 4.3. This output indicates the

ERBE data file used as source of time, solar zenith angle, beta angle, and orbital altitude

values (and source of albedo and OLR values if iuseERBE = 1). The output also
indicates whether ERBE data or STEM model values are the source of albedo and OLR
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informationandwhich units convention(MKS or British) wasused. The remainderof

example TESTSTEM output is described in Table 4.4.

Table 4.3 - Example TESTSTEM output for TESTIN input data in Table 4.1

file = cts86012.txt

Input/Output units are MKS

[temperatures in kelvin; fluxes

aminza (1)

pulse (1)

aminza (2)

pulse (2)

aminza (3)

pulse (3)

nlst,nlast=

S0,qint=

taul,tau2=

alphal,alpha2 =

epsilonl,epsilon2=

CpMal,CpMa2=

h,avbeta=

Q01,Q02=

T01,T02=

abar,Lbar=

fsun =

Lminza ( 1 ) =

Lmaxza (i) =

Lminza (2) =

Lmaxza (2) =

Lminza (3) =

Lmaxza (3) =

avg h,beta =

aavg,astd=

Lavg,Lstd=

xcor,avsun=

Qlavg,Q2avg=

Qlstd,Q2std=

Tlavg,T2avg=

Tlsig,T2sig=

Time,orbs =

numtot,iuseERBE=

Minimum T1, T2 =

Maximum TI, T2 =

Model Input AIb/OLR

in W/m**2]

500 ii000

1419. .0000

5400. 128.0

.4220 .4220

.7650 .7650

.1289E+05 305.6

604.0 6.000

143.0 143.0

239.6 239.6

.2600 234.0

.6342

.2200 282.0

1800. 282.0

.2300 297.0

896.0 297.0

.2300 331.0

128.0 331.0

603.7 6.286

.2491 .1623E-01

270.0 29.94

-.4569 .6348

147.8 147.8

78.38 78.38

241.4 233.7

5.128 36.81

48.89 30.33

10500 0

232.2 177.1

249.2 270.0
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Table 4.4 - Descriptive explanation of TESTSTEM example output

nlst,nlast=

S0,fsun=

taul,tau2=

alphal,alpha2=

epsilonl,epsilon2=

CpMal,CpMa2 =

h,avbeta=

Q01,Q02=

T01,T02=

abar, Lbar=

aminza (1) ,Lminza (i) =

pulse (i) ,Lmaxza (i) =

aminza (2) ,Lminza (2) =

pulse (2) ,Lmaxza (2) =

aminza (3) , Lminza (3) =

pulse (3) , Lmaxza (3) =

avg h ,beta=

aavg,astd =

Lavg,Lstd =

xcor,avsun=

Qlavg,Q2avg=

Qlstd,Q2std=

Tlavg,T2avg =

Tlsig,T2sig =

Time,orbs=

numtot,iuseERBE=

Minimum TI, T2 =

Maximum TI, T2 =

First and last line of ERBE file processed

Direct solar irradiance, and fraction of orbit

in direct sun (estimated from input values)

Time constants (sec) for components 1 and 2

SW absorptance for components 1 and 2

LW emittance for components 1 and 2

Product of heat capacity (Cp) and mass (M),

divided by area (A), for components 1 and 2

Input values for average orbital altitude, and

beta angle over the time period analyzed (nlst

to nlast)

Orbital average heat loads (per unit area) for

components 1 and 2 (based on h and avbeta)

Equilibrium temperatures for components 1 and 2

(based on Q01 and Q02)

Base (background) albedo and OLR

Albedo, OLR for pulse 1 at minimum zenith angle

Duration (sec) and OLR for pulse 1 at max za

Albedo, OLR for pulse 2 at minimum zenith angle

Duration (sec) and OLR for pulse 2 at max za

Albedo, OLR for pulse 3 at minimum zenith angle

Duration (sec) and OLR for pulse 3 at max za

Observed average orbital altitude and beta angle

from the portion of the ERBE data file analyzed

Computed average and standard deviation of time

series of albedo values

Computed average and standard deviation of time

series of OLR values

Albedo-OLR cross correlation (may exceed -i if

astd or Lstd is small), and observed fraction of

orbit in sunlight

Time-series average heat load (per unit area)

for components 1 and 2

Time-series standard deviations in heat load

for components 1 and 2

Time series average temperature for components 1

and 2

Time series standard deviation in temperature

for components 1 and 2

Duration (hours) and number of orbits analyzed

in the time series (nlst to nlast)

Total number of points analyzed, and value of

iuseERBE (I = ERBE data, 0 = STEM input values)

Minimum (coldest) temperature calculated during

time series analyzed, for components 1 and 2

Maximum (hottest) temperature calculated during

time series analyzed, for components 1 and 2
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4.3.2 TESTSTEM Graphics Output In addition to the output shown in Tables

4.3 and 4.4, a file (TESTSTEM.TXT) suitable for input to a graphics program is also

produced. This file contains one line per time simulated. Each line contains time

(hours), albedo term, OLR, heat load, Q1, for system 1, temperature, T1, (K or R) for

system 1, heat load, Q2, for system 2, and temperature, T2, (K or R) for system 2. OLR

and heat loads are in W/m 2 for MKS units or BTU/(hr ft:) for British units. The albedo

term is albedo at solar zenith angle 0, multiplied by cos(0), and multiplied by 1000 (as a

convenient way to put albedos into a range compatible for plotting with OLR values).

As evidenced by sample data in Figure 4.1, ERBE OLR and albedo values undergo

significant short-period fluctuations. In this figure, albedo is at solar zenith angle zero,

with no adjustment for cos(0), but has been multiplied by 1000 for scaling purposes.

Within the sunlit portion of the orbit on the left of Figure 4.1, albedo varies from less than

0.13 to greater than 0.46. Notice the evidence of large negative correlation between

albedo and OLR near 0.65 hours and 0.9 hours, when the ERBS satellite apparently

passed over warm, dark vegetation or ocean surfaces.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of TESTSTEM output for ERBE (ERBS) input albedo

and OLR. SW is shortwave heat load, computed from albedo; Q is total heat load and T

is computed temperature variation for a spherical satellite with 5400-second time

constant. Depending on choice of direct solar value (Sho, or ScoLd),TESTSTEM output in

ERBE input mode can be used to estimate either hot or cold extreme conditions (but not

both within the same program run).

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show samples from two TESTSTEM program runs, one for hot

case conditions (Figure 4.3) and one for cold case (Figure 4.4) with STEM program input

for albedo and OLR. In these figures three pulses of albedo and OLR are simulated (at

minimum and maximum solar zenith angle points in each orbit). In these figures,

"Albedo Q" is shortwave heat load. Temperature variations in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are

for a satellite having a thermal time constant of 128-seconds.

Another form of TESTSTEM output is file TESTTDIS.TXT which contains

cumulative distribution of temperature, either as calculated from STEM base value plus

pulses or from ERBE-observed albedo and OLR. Cumulative distributions of hot-case

and cold-case temperatures are illustrated in Figure 4.5. This figure shows that non-

critical albedo and OLR values reproduce ERBE observations over a one-month time

period fairly well. As appropriate for mission-critical cases and mission-lifetime

statistics, the mission-critical values exceed ERBE one-month observations on both hot

and cold sides.

A synopsis and further interpretation of STEM and TESTSTEM results, compared

with results from direct calculation from ERBE time series albedo and OLR, is provided

in Section 5.1 (Figure 5.1).
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ERBE 86/07 beta = 7 deg
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Figure 4.1 ERBE (ERBS) sample observed time series OLR (W/m 2) and TOA albedo (x 1000, at
solar zenith angle 0).
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ERBE 86/01 13= 6 deg ¢= 128 sec
Three Step Pulses, Hot Case

® i 350
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Figure 4.3 Sample TESTSTEM time series output, using input from STEM-derived, OLR
extreme type, hot albedo and OLR OV/m2).



ERBE 86101 13= 6 deg x= 128 sec
Three Step Pulses, Cold Case

.._ _" 300m ._= Temperature ,
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Figure 4.4 Sample TESTSTEM time series output, using input from STEM-derived,

combined extreme type, cold albedo and OLR (W/m2).
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5. Conclusions And Frequently Asked Questions

5.1 Conclusions

STEM, together with its companion program TESTSTEM for testing and analyzing

STEM output, offers a comprehensive and systematic method to estimate hot and cold

extreme values of albedo and OLR to be used in specification of thermal environments

for Earth-orbiting satellites. The purpose of STEM is to provide albedo and OLR values

for use in thermal analyses; the purpose of TESTSTEM is to test sensitivity to choices in

STEM output albedo and OLR options. In its sensitivity testing, TESTSTEM does a

simplified thermal analysis on a hypothetical, simplified satellite system. However,

TESTSTEM analysis is not intended to be a replacement for full-fledged thermal analysis

of a (potentially complex) satellite system.

Data from several TESTSTEM program runs, using either ERBE (ERBS) time-

series input for albedo and OLR, or multiple pulse STEM output, are plotted in Figure

5.1. This figure verifies that STEM-estimated hot and cold extreme albedo and OLR

values produce extreme hot and cold temperatures (ordinate values in Figure 5.1) that

agree well with temperature computed by TESTSTEM from ERBS input albedo and

OLR (abscissa values in Figure 5.1). Data in this figure verify that STEM-suggested

albedo and OLR extreme values should provide realistic and accurate specifications for

thermal environment parameters for Earth-orbiting satellites under a variety of

conditions.

The ability of STEM to provide albedo and OLR values for simulating pulses of

environmental heat load is an important feature of the model. Design hot and cold

conditions are frequently specified in terms of short-period variations in environmental

heat load. See, for example, NASA and Russian Space Agency (1994) Table XII and

Figures 4.3.2.6.11-3 and -4.

The goal to build satellites "cheaper, better, faster" is resulting in systems with

more light weight, short-time-constant components. Weight savings achieved by

providing less thermal shielding of these components would help to attain these goals.

Both of these factors make it more important to simulate accurately the temperature

response of systems having a variety of thermal time constants. This capability is an

important feature of the STEM/TESTSTEM programs.

5.2 Frequently Asked Questions

1. The averaging time (thermal time constant) I want to use is not one of those built
into STEM. What do I do?

It is not necessary to have an extremely close match-up between time constants and

STEM averaging times (Section 2.3.3). When simulating albedo/OLR pulses, it is

important to use a pulse duration that is next longest to the time constant for that system
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componentwhich hasthe shortesttime constant(Section3.3.4). If theanalystwantsto
test sensitivityto pulseduration,thenext longerpulsedurationbeyondthat maybe run
andcompared.

2. How are thermal time constantand averagingtime related? Does one equal the
other?

Thermal time constant is a property of the system (computed by Equation 2.7).

Averaging time is the length of time over which the ERBE albedo and OLR values have

been averaged for use in STEM and TESTSTEM. Available averaging times are 24

hours (86400 see), 6 hours (21600 sec), 90 minutes (5400 sec), 15 minutes (1800 sec),

and 896, 128, and 16 seconds). These are related due to the fact that the analyst should

select statistics from an averaging time that is approximately equal to or somewhat longer

than the thermal time constant of the system. See discussion of sample cases in Section
3.3.4.

3. Why is STEM called a "simple" model? It looks pretty complicated to me. All I

really want is one number for hot extreme and one for cold extreme.

If you know your system has only one range of time constants, you may be able to

(manually) select one set of values from Table 2.3 or 2.4 (using appropriate orbital

inclination). Cases 1 and 2 in section 3.3.4 provide information about this. However, to

use this manual selection and get values that STEM produces, you must apply the orbital

average zenith angle correction to the albedo value (Table 2.1 for particular beta angle).

If your system has a high ct/e ratio, select albedo type extreme hot and cold cases. If it

has a low a/c ratio, select OLR type extreme hot and cold cases (Section 3.3.5). Of

course the STEM program takes care of all of this for you: merely select the "Base @

Time Const" values. If your system has a wide range of thermal time constant values, it is

not advisable to use single albedo and OLR values from Table 2.3. A combination of

base values and pulse values should be used in this case. However, again STEM provides

necessary guidance on which values to use and applies all necessary corrections (such as

albedo correction for orbital average zenith angle).

4. I want to use albedo and OLR pulse(s) in my simulation. How do I select which

pulse duration(s) to use?

The most likely choice of pulse length is the one just longer than the shortest time

constant for a system component that is critical to your analysis. In the examples of

Sections 3 and 4, the shortest time constant is _400 seconds, so a pulse of 896 seconds

(shortest pulse longer than 400 seconds) would be the likely single choice. Some testing

(with TESTSTEM) would be in order, however. Other cases to test would be: (1) a single

pulse of 1800 seconds (somewhat longer; may allow system components to more nearly

equilibrate thermally), (2) multiple pulses of 896 and 1800 seconds, (3) multiple pulses of

128, 896, and 1800 seconds (i.e. bracketing averaging times that are just shorter and just
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longer than the relevanttime constantof _400seconds).TESTSTEMprovidesa quick
and easyway to do such sensitivity analyseswithout requiring complex full fledged
thermalanalysisruns.

5. DoesSTEMoutputincludethealbedocorrectionor doestheuserhaveto apply it?

STEM output (Table 3.2) includesalbedocorrections. Uncorrectedvaluesare in
Table2.3or 2.4. As discussedin Section3.3.3,correction< c(0) > (averagesolarzenith
angle) is applied automaticallyto the "Base" values;correctionc(13)(minimum solar
zenith angle) is applied automatically to the "Pulse" values. Amounts of applied
correctionare listed as "Avg, Min.za Albedo correctionapplied", in the third line of
STEMoutput.

6. ThesatellitesystemI am designinghascomplicatedgeometry(e.g.shadingof one
componentby others,relectionor emissionsfrom other components,etc.). STEM and
TESTSTEMonly treata simplesphericalsatellitesystem.Is this goodenough?

STEMandTESTSTEMareaidsin selectingappropriateenvironmentalparameters
(albedoand OLR) to use in thermal analysis. They do not replacerequiredthermal
analysisusing a thermalheatload programthat treatscomplexsatellitegeometry. The
purposeof STEM/TESTSTEMis to provide the best (most appropriate)estimateof
albedo and OLR values to use in detailedthermal analyses,not to estimaterealistic
temperaturesfor componentsof systemswith complexgeometry. Figure 5.1 provides
justification that STEM/TESTSTEM does this well. For an infrequently shaded
component,albedo and OLR valuesestimatedby STEM shouldbe appropriate. For
systemcomponentsalwaysshadedfrom Earthradiationit mattersnot whatalbedoand
OLR areused,sinceEarth-reflectedandEarth-emittedradiationcomponentsplay aminor
role in their thermalenvironment.For systemcomponentsfrequentlyor alwaysshaded
from direct sunlight,butnot from Earthradiation,STEMalbedoandOLR shouldstill be
appropriatebecauseselectionof hot and cold extremesis basedon environmentalheat
load,not total heat load (Section3.1.3). For casesidentified asOLR type extreme,but
with componentswhich have signicant shotrwaveradiation reflected from adjacent
satellitecomponents,the analystmay alsowant to examinealbedotype extremesasan
alternate(e.g. setSTEM input parameterhotcaseto 1). Similarly, for casesidentified as
albedotype extremes,but with significantre-radiatedlongwavefrom adjacentsatellite
copmonents,the analystmaywant to examineOLR typeextremes(e.g.setSTEM input
parameterhotcaseto 3).

7. What about special orientations (e.g., Earth-facing or space-looking system
components)?

For a space-lookingsystemnot viewing Earth,it doesnot matterwhatalbedoand
OLR values are used. They have no appreciableeffect on heat balanceof these
components. Earth-reflectedand Earth-emittedradiation strongly affect the spherical
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satelliteassumedin STEM/TESTSTEM. Thereforealbedoand OLR valuessuggested
by thisanalysisshouldbeappropriatefor Earth-facingcomponents.

8. ERBEsatellitesarein low Earthorbit (LEO). WhataboutalbedoandOLR values
for asatellitein middle-altitudeEarthorbit (MEO), in geosynchronousEarthorbit (GEO)
or otherhigh-altitudeorbit?

The farther awayfrom Eartha satelliteis, the lessimportantit is to haveprecise
valuesfor top-of-atmosphere(TOA) albedoandOLR. This effect and other aspects of

GEO and other high altitude orbits are discussed iia Chapter II of Gilmore (1994). For

MEO cases, make sure, that the thermal analysis program used does appropriate

adjustment from TOA to on-orbit conditions (e.g., by applying radial correction factors,

Equations 3.4 and 3.5). STEM output values are for TOA conditions.

9. Why did you use such strange materials in the examples (Tables 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, and

4.3)? These are not common thermal control coating materials.

Example materials were chosen for two reasons: (1) Precisely because they are not

common thermal control coating materials, the reader will not be tempted to try to avoid

learning how to use STEM (and TESTSTEM) by using values from the sample tables in

this report, (2) The samples, all being aluminum, but with three different surface

conditions, remind the user that exposure to environmental conditions (UV radiation,

atomic oxygen, etc.) may alter thermal results by causing changes in material surface

states that have significant impact on the material's absorptance, o_, and emittance, _. As

part of the process of learning how to use STEM and TESTSTEM, the reader is invited to

repeat the example calculations for c_ and e values suitable for more common thermal

coating materials. Suggested values are: Teflon (5 mil, silver backing): ot = 0.08, e =

0.78; Chemglaze A276 White Paint: ct = 0.23, e = 0.88; Kapton (0.08 mil, aluminum

backing): ct = 0.23, e = 0.24; Vapor Deposited Gold: o_ = 0.19, e = 0.02.

10. STEM output values for direct solar, albedo, and OLR do not agree completely with

values from Anderson and Smith (1994), Tables 9-1 through 9-4. Why is this?

See Sections 1.2, 1.3.1, and 1.3.3 for discussion about minor differences between

STEM and Anderson and Smith Table 9-1. Their Tables 9-2 (low inclination), 9-3

(medium inclination), and 9-4 (high inclination) differ somewhat from values in Table

2.3 in this report for the following reasons:

(1) Anderson and Smith give lowest (0.04 percent) and highest albedo regardless of OLR,

and OLR regardless of albedo. Their tables are somewhat comparable to albedo values

for albedo-type extremes and OLR values for OLR-type extremes, but do not provide

information about OLR values for albedo-type extremes or albedo values for OLR-type

extremes; neither do they give albedo and OLR for combined type extreme conditions.
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(2) Different averagingschemeswere used(overlapping,running meansfor Anderson
andSmith,non-overlappingaveragesfor STEM).

(3) Analysis for STEM resultsusedonly high-inclination(NOAA-9) satellite data for
high- inclination resultsandonly medium-inclination(ERBS)satellitedatafor medium-
inclination results(inclination-correctedvaluesfrom ERBSwere usedto simulatelow-
inclination results).Andersonand Smith usedinclination-correctedvalues from both
satellitesfor all inclinations.
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Appendix

How to Obtain STEM and TESTSTEM Programs

Qualified users may obtain a copy of STEM and TESTSTEM source code and

required data files. The most convenient way to acquire this information is by file

transfer protocol (ftp) from a UNIX computer (or other system with ftp capability). For

details about ftp address and password contact

Dr. B. Jeffrey Anderson

Code ED44

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812

phone: (256)-544-1661

e-mail: Jeff.Anderson@msfc.nasa.gov or

Dr. C. G. (Jere) Justus or Mr. Wade Batts

Code ED44/CSC

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812

phone: (256)-544-3260 or

e-mail: Jere.Justus@msfc.nasa.gov

Wade.Batts@msfc.nasa.gov

(256)-544-9499

or

All files are ASCII format. Specific information about the files and instructions

on how to execute the programs are contained in file

README.txt

(see also Sections 3 and 4 of this report).

The STEM program source code and required data files are the following:

stem.f

stemin.std

stemout.std

tablemc.dat

STEM program source code

sample NAMELIST format input file

reference STEM output from stemin.std input
table of mission-critical extreme albedo and

values (equivalent to Table 2.3 in this report).

OLR
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tablenc.dat table of non-critical extremealbedoand OLR values
(equivalentto Table2.4 in thisreport).

TheTESTSTEMprogramsourcecodeandrequireddatafiles arethefollowing:

teststem.f TESTSTEMprogramsourcecode
testin.std sampleNAMELIST formatinputfile
testout.std referenceTESTSTEMoutputfrom testin.stdinput

The following ERBE ERBStime seriesdatafiles correctedto fill in datagapsand
to providea continuoustime seriesareavailable.Thesefiles arenamed"ctsyymm2.txt",
whereyy is yearand mm is month (2 denotesERBSsatellite). Available files arethe
following:

cts84112.txt
cts85102.txt
cts86062.txt
cts86112.txt

cts85022.txt
cts86012.txt
cts86072.txt

cts85042.txt
cts86032.txt
cts86082.txt

cts85072.txt
cts86052.txt
cts86042.txt

At leastone of these files is required for input of time series information to TESTSTEM.

Some files are larger than one megabyte. If only a limited number of ERBS data files are

desired, most appropriate ones are cts86012.txt with average beta angle 6 degrees, and

cts86062.txt with average beta angle 77 degrees. These two files span the range of beta

angles encountered by ERBS during the available data period.
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